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Glossary of Terms
Empty nesters

- couple family without children and aged 45 to 65 years.

Emerging empty nesters

- families comprising of a couple with children aged 15 years or older.

Younger lone person households

- people aged between 15 and 35 years living alone.

Older lone person households

- people aged 65 years or older living alone.

Young families

- families comprising of a couple with children under the age of 15 years.

Group households

- unrelated people sharing the same dwelling.

Single parent families

- families comprising of a single parent with children (younger or older then 15 years).

Mature families

- families comprising of a couple with children (at least one child under 15 years and one over 15
years or older).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The importance of housing is recognised at an international and national level. The Mornington
Peninsula Affordable, Appropriate and Available Housing Policy is driven and inspired by the following
internationally recognized vision:

“Access to safe and healthy shelter is essential to a person’s wellbeing and should be
a fundamental part of national and international action. The right to adequate housing
as a basic human right is enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and the International Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.”

Agenda 21, United Nations World Conference on Environment and Development, June 1992.

The AAA Housing Policy for Mornington Peninsula Shire has been developed as part of an Integrated
Housing Strategy for the Shire.

For the purposes of this study AAA was defined as;

Affordable - the proportion of income spent on housing costs;

Appropriate – suitability of dwelling size, the physical condition of dwelling; design of the dwelling, its
sustainability, security of tenure and its location are factors contributing to how “suitable” a house may
be to meet particular needs;

Available – ability of a household to obtain housing that is both affordable and appropriate to their
needs.

In preparing the AAA Policy a review of the private and public housing policy context was undertaken,
followed by the assessment of public and private housing market trends at a municipal and local area
level with a view to determining key housing needs within the Shire. In summary the key outcomes of
this assessment include:

Housing Policy:

• Over the past decade, Commonwealth expenditure on rent assistance has increased by 159% in
real terms, whilst annual expenditure on the Commonwealth State Housing Agreement has
reduced by 13 percent;

• Public housing policy has moved away from those on low to middle income earners to focusing
more on assisting those in highest need;

• Increasing emphasis on community based housing associations;

• Increasing emphasis on three tier approach to housing whereupon Federal, State and Local
governments all play a key role in housing through a range of roles e.g. Provision, advocacy,
facilitation, funding, policy etc.

Changing Demographics:

• Based on the 1999 to 2000 figures, Mornington Peninsula Shire is experiencing a higher than
average (Metropolitan Melbourne) growth rate;

• Population is forecast to grow by 18,000 new households to 2011, as a result of development or
broadhectare areas, particularly in Mornington East and Somerville, as well as the conversion of
holiday homes to permanent dwellings in the southern half of the Peninsula;
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• The population in some areas of the Shire e.g. Balnarring, is forecast to decline due to the
relative lack of housing development opportunities, the change in household structure, and the
age structure of the population in 1996;

• Mornington Peninsula attracts a range of housing markets from second and first home buyers in
areas such as Hastings and Rosebud to third and fourth home buyers in Portsea and Sorrento;

• Though the age distribution across the Shire varies, the forecast age structure is older than that
of Metropolitan Melbourne average;

• The diversity in household types across Mornington Peninsula between 1991 and 1996
increased.  The most significant change forecast to occur over the next ten years is the growth in
“emerging empty nesters” age group of 50 to 64 years;

• Public housing waiting lists are increasing and current housing services on the Peninsula are at
or over capacity with regard to demands for crisis, supported or short term housing; and

• There is a growing demand for nursing homes, hostel and accommodation for the aged on low
income.

Changing Housing Market:

• Mornington Peninsula Shire has a significant range of housing types e.g. Caravans, holiday
homes, private dwellings, private rentals, public housing etc.

• The Peninsula offers a range in the type of development from well established residential areas
to new broad hectare development areas to holiday and resort areas;

• Existing housing stock predominantly comprises of separate/detached houses that are 3
bedrooms;

• Whilst infill is forecast to grow (including the permanent occupancy of existing holiday dwellings),
the opposite trend is forecast for major site development;

• In 1996, just under a third of the housing was vacant. This proportion was even higher in the
south and southwestern area of the Shire. The vacancy rates typify the “holiday” nature of
dwellings in these areas;

• The Peninsula exceeds Metropolitan Melbourne in the proportion of dwellings that are owned or
being purchased, however contains 5% less rental properties;

• House prices, land prices and private rental prices have increased considerably over time,
particularly in 2000 to 2001, in Flinders/ Shoreham/Point Leo, Mount Eliza, Mount Martha,
Portsea/Sorrento/ Blairgowrie, and the Red Hill area;

• Low proportion of public housing stock as compared to other parts of Melbourne;

• No emergency accommodation, no youth hostels and limited housing opportunities for older
persons;

Key Housing Needs:

• Increased low cost housing options to be provided within the area;

• Manage growth to ensure that housing supply can accommodate current and future needs;

• Based on 1999 house prices, interest rates and average incomes most of the housing on the
Peninsula is considered generally affordable – with the exception of areas such as
Portsea/Sorrento etc, however, much of the housing stock is fast becoming inaccessible. There
is an increasing demand for more affordable housing on the Peninsula.
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• Urgent need for crisis accommodation on the Peninsula;

• Increasing the awareness and profile of the Peninsula housing market.

• Prioritising residents before visitors with respect to housing;

• Accessibility and Availability of a large proportion of housing stock limited due to “holiday nature”
of the area. The need is to balance this image of the Peninsula with the growing reality of its role
as a residential area;

• Greater diversity of public and private housing stock to meet rising single parent, lone person
(younger and older) and empty nester households.

• Increasing need for additional rental assistance to meet rising costs of private rental;

• More single bedroom, longer term and supported accommodation for younger people.

• More information required to inform the community of elderly housing and care options and
eligibility;

• More nursing homes and hostels are required close to services and facilities that target low
income earners;

• High care beds required together with a range of other alternatives for care to meet current
needs that fall between the gaps of the current care assessment.

• Locate and design new housing to maximize existing services and facilities and enable access
for a range of potential users e.g. People with disabilities, elderly, indigenous;

• Addressing current discrimination of single parent families, indigenous residents etc with respect
to access to private rental housing.

What is the role of Mornington Peninsula Shire in addressing these needs?

• Council’s current role is limited, however this could change depending on the level of opportunity
Council wishes to seize and what role it wishes to have.

• On the basis of the housing market analysis undertaken, an overall assessment of Local
Government roles in housing across Victoria and Australia, and input from the Project Reference
Group; an approach for Mornington Peninsula Shire has been recommended. This approach is
driven by the Shire’s main goal of promoting a range of housing options and services in the
Mornington peninsula that achieves more affordable, appropriate and available housing
outcomes that sustains our diverse communities. The Shire’s goal is underpinned by the
following 5 key objectives:

– To monitor housing needs and trends on Peninsula on an ongoing basis. Review of Shire
housing/development policies;

– To plan and promote housing in the Shire of good design, quality and standard, that is
accessible to services and facilities, respects neighbourhood character, minimises
environmental impact, compliments the natural environment and is affordable and secure;

– To encourage and support the provision of a range of housing options and designs that
sustains and enhances our diverse communities ;

– To advocate for more affordable and appropriate housing; and

– To facilitate the provision of housing information and services.

A series of actions and an estimate of timeframe for implementation further support each objective.
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The AAA Housing Policy, together with parallel housing studies, will provide a comprehensive
integrated housing strategy for Mornington Peninsula Shire.
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1 WHAT IS AAA HOUSING?

1.1 STRATEGIC CONTEXT FOR THE STUDY

Mornington Peninsula Shire through the preparation of the Community Plan July 2000 – 2003
resolved to develop a Mornington Peninsula Shire Housing Policy to strengthen and support the local
community.

To meet this objective of the Community Plan, this Housing Policy aims to determine current and
future housing needs with respect to issues of the Affordability, Appropriateness and Availability
(AAA) of housing in the Shire.

Whilst being developed as a study in its own right, it is Council’s intention that the AAA Housing Policy
also contributes together with a number of other projects, to the development of an Integrated Housing
Strategy (IHS) for the Shire. Other separate components of the HIS as shown in the figure below,
include;

• Land Supply & Demand Analysis;

• Medium Density Housing Policy;

• Design and Development Overlay (DDO), and

• Character Study.

The The MorningtonMornington Peninsula Peninsula 
Housing ProgramHousing Program

AAA 
Housing 
Policy

Housing 
Land 

Supply & 
Demand 
Analysis

Character 
Study

Location 
of 

Medium 
Density 
Housing 

Integrated Housing 
Strategy

A Council Housing Policy Reference group has been established to oversee and guide the study.  The
Reference Group Terms of Reference and membership composition is in Appendix A of this report.
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1.2 STUDY PURPOSE

It is the purpose of this study to develop a AAA Policy for Mornington Peninsula that outlines a general
statement of aims or goals with supported strategies identified for achieving these goals. This includes
identifying specific actions or programs to be applied equally across the municipality or specifically to
one part of the Shire or service area.

In preparing the AAA Housing Policy, the study has:

• Prepared a housing needs assessment at a small area level;

• Identified opportunities for potential community housing models;

• Developed housing related statements for incorporation into Council’s Municipal Strategic
Statement (MSS);

• Established housing indicators that define and measure housing affordability, appropriateness
and availability;

• Prepared an action plan that responds to needs identified; and

• Established a monitoring program for the implementation of the housing policy.

The AAA Housing Policy has broadly identified and defined:

• The Shire’s role in affordable, appropriate and available housing;

• Data on housing and housing needs in the Shire;

• Contribution to the Shire’s Integrated Housing Strategy; and

• An outline of an action plan.

1.3 DEFINING AAA HOUSING

In the context of this study, AAA housing refers to housing that is

Affordable; Appropriate; and Available.

Affordable: Appropriate Available

Dictionary
Definition

 “to have the means, to be
able to meet the expense
of; spare the price of; to be
able to give or spare”

 “suitable or fitting for a
particular purpose, person,
occasion”

“suitable or ready for use; at
hand; of use or service”

Key Assessment
Factors

Housing costs as a
proportion of income,
whereby sufficient income
remains for other
expenses after housing
costs.

Households should spend
no more than 30 percent of
their income on mortgages
or rental payments.  All
households should be able
to meet the cost of their
dwellings and the longer
term costs of maintenance

Housing size, design, style,
lifecycle, cultural
requirements, lifestyle
configuration of rooms and
tenure security.

Location of housing with
respect to services, facilities,
public transport and open
space

Sufficient supply, proximity to
social networks, services and
employment.

A range of housing types,
tenures and styles should be
available to meet the needs
of people at different stages
of their lifecycle and
economic circumstances.
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and energy consumption,
while meeting other
lifestyle needs.

Note:  Definitions have been obtained from The Macquarie Dictionary (second edition): 1992

“Affordable, appropriate, secure and accessible housing is crucial to people’s quality of life
and is the cornerstone of sustainable communities. It is fundamental to people’s ability to
maintain good health and well being, and to access life opportunities such as education and
employment”1

This study explores the issues of affordable, appropriate and available housing within the broader
housing market context on the Mornington Peninsula, both within the private and public housing
sectors. A review of the “total housing picture” provides a better understanding of the housing needs
of the municipality.

Detailed definitions of affordable, appropriate and accessible are outlined in chapter 7 of this report,
including recommendations on monitoring these as indicators for defining needs.

1.4 STUDY METHODOLOGY

The approach taken to prepare the AAA Housing Policy has outlined qualitative and quantitative
research methods that provide opportunities to involve the community and stakeholders in determining
housing directions in the area. The preparation of the policy has been largely drive by the Housing
Policy Reference Group set up by Council.  The Reference group “Terms of Reference” are attached
in Appendix A of this report.

Key tasks in the process included;

• A Literature and Policy Review;

• Housing Market Demand and Supply Analysis;

• Housing Needs Assessments – Survey & Focus Groups;

• Defining Housing Indicators; and

• Development of a Policy and Action plan.

The outcomes of these tasks are as follows.

                                                          
1 Creating Links Between Housing, Employment and Income Support, National Shelter, 2001, pg.i
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2 THE HOUSING POLICY CONTEXT
Housing policy has played a key role in determining the affordability, accessibility and availability of
housing predominantly at a national and state level. How Australians are housed is of great
importance to both our quality of life and to the state of the economy. Housing is an essential
commodity and a significant proportion of the incomes of Australians is spent on housing each year.
Housing is a key sector in the Australian economy, with residential construction accounting for
between 4 and 6 per cent of gross domestic product and for around 20 percent of gross investment
per annum. The housing construction industry is also an important employer.

Governments affect the processes of housing provision because housing is an essential economic
commodity; because of its importance to both economic and social policy. For these reasons it is
intrinsic to the Federal Government’s Social Justice Strategy.

The Federal government has significantly restructured its housing subsidies over the pasty fifteen
years. The most important changes increased the targeting of housing assistance, and shifted funding
from public housing to private rent assistance. In 2000 this was the major assistance program, with
funds for public or community managed housing in sharp decline.2

An overview of the national, state and local policy context that currently impacts on affordable,
available and appropriate housing on the Mornington Peninsula is provided as follows for both the
private and public housing market. This assessment together, with the housing market analysis –
private and public sectors, and housing needs assessment will contribute to the development of a
policy that is specific to the Mornington Peninsula.

2.1 NATIONAL AND STATE POLICY CONTEXT – PRIVATE HOUSING MARKET

Identifying housing needs of a local area has a strong policy focus. Shelter, food and water are basic
human needs, consequently the provision of housing should have a high priority in government policy
at the national, State/Territory and local government levels. Aside from area planning, the relationship
between appropriate housing and population welfare ensures that information about housing
requirements is essential to the development of housing and social policy. Housing assistance for
government is directed at all tenures, but particularly towards low-income people seeking public or
private rental. Grants to first-home owners and the exemption of the primary residence from capital
gains tax and from social security assets tests also support home owners.

Negative gearing indirectly affects tenure and supply in the private rental market. The different forms
of tenure have different demographic and economic profiles. Therefore there is value in estimation of
the likely future demand for housing by particular household types, especially by location. For
example, if there is a predicted high demand for cheap rental accommodation in an area in which
there is very little public housing, there are implications for the ways in which social housing support
are delivered.3

                                                          
2 Burke T, 2001, Housing Past, Housing Futures pg. 3
3 AHURI, May 2001, Medium and long term projections for housing needs in Australia: A positioning
paper
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2.2 NATIONAL AND STATE POLICY CONTEXT – PUBLIC, SOCIAL & COMMUNITY HOUSING

The supply of housing stock and the management of housing demand is heavily influenced by a suite
of Commonwealth, State and local policy initiatives and drivers of change. An overview of some
significant policy drivers for the AAA policy framework is as follows.

The Commonwealth State Housing Agreement (CSHA)
The last fifteen years has seen a significant shift by the Federal Government away from direct housing
provision to implementing housing subsidies and the implementation of targeted housing assistance
as part of the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement (CSHA). The CSHA is an agreement
authorised under the Housing Assistance Act 1996, between the Commonwealth and the State and
Territories. The purpose of this agreement is to provide funding to assist individuals and families
whose needs for appropriate housing cannot be met by the market. The most recent CSHA (1 July
1999 to 30 June 2003), provides more than $4 billion nationally for housing assistance such as public
and community housing, indigenous housing, crisis accommodation, home purchase assistance and
private rental assistance.  In 2000, private rental assistance was the major assistance program, with
funds for public and/or community managed housing in sharp decline.

CSHA funds for public and community housing has declined in real terms for almost a decade and this
has left State housing authorities unable to meet growing housing needs resulting in expanded waiting
lists and longer waiting times.

The current CSHA runs until 30 June 2003. The Commonwealth’s future role and involvement in
housing assistance beyond 2003 is not known at this stage, however, the Commonwealth
Government’s recent social policy initiatives identify opportunities for housing support within the wider
social security system.

The Victorian Agreement for the 1999-2003 period provides total funding of $1.3 billion, comprising
$0.9b Commonwealth and $0.4b Victorian State funds. In addition to minimum required State CSHA
funds, Victoria committed an additional $94 million, subject to annual State budget approval
processes.

In the 1999-2000 period a total of 365 million was expended by the Department of Human Services on
operating expenses incurred as part of housing assistance and a further 405 million as part of asset
investment program for housing assistance. Both budgets have dropped by 7 percent and 15 per cent
respectively from the figures documented in the last financial year .4

Whilst the operation and asset investment costs from the State Government has declined, it is unclear
at this stage what implications this may have on the Mornington Peninsula specifically. One would
assume that a reduction of funds would mean that resources and accommodation is spread even
more thinly across the Shire .

                                                          
4 Department of Human Services 1999-2000 Annual Report – Financial Summary
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The Welfare Report and the National Homelessness Strategy – Commonwealth Department of Family
and Community Services

The Welfare Report and the National Homelessness Strategy are consistent in their approach to
housing.  They both identify housing as playing a very important role in the prevention and early
intervention of homelessness and in determining a person’s need for assistance to improve their
capacity for work or training.

Objectives of the National Homelessness Strategy are:

• To provide a strategic framework that will improve collaboration and linkages between existing
programs and services, to improve outcomes for clients and reduce the incidence of
homelessness;

• To identify best practice models, which can be promoted and replicated, that will enhance
existing homelessness policies and programs;

• To build the capacity of the community sector to improve linkages and networks; and

• To raise awareness of the issue of homelessness throughout all areas and levels of government
and in the community.

These objectives have been considered in the formulation of the Victorian Homelessness Strategy.

In the absence of a local regional homelessness strategy, these strategies provide local government
with information and direction with regard to homelessness.

The Victorian Homelessness Strategy: Working Report, April 2001- Department of Human Services
This Strategy explores in further detail the key cause, dimensions and trends in homelessness in
Victoria. It describes the major responses to homelessness that operate in Victoria, and indicates
some of the key challenges and opportunities presented by these arrangements. These include;

• Pursuing a substantial increase in the supply of affordable public and community housing;

• Greater integration across the homeless service system;

• Closely aligning the Transitional Housing Management (THM) and Supported Accommodation
Assistance Program (SAAP) to improve service delivery;

• Improved access to mainstream service delivery; and

• Greater access to home and community care services, a range of supported housing options
and residential accommodation.

These initiatives all have a direct impact on homelessness across the State.  The success of such a
strategy is based on ensuring existing services are already provided.

Stronger Families and Communities Strategy (Commonwealth or State)
The Stronger Families and Communities Strategy highlights ways for a community to work together
and focus on the prevention side of the equation rather than only providing assistance in crisis.
Opportunities for the community housing sector and improved ways in which community groups and
welfare organisations can work together to provide for improved delivery service is particularly
important for housing.

Eight (8) principles have been outlined to drive the Strategy:

• Working together in partnerships;

• Presentation and early interventions;
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• Life transitions;

• More integrated and coordinated services;

• Local solutions to local problems;

• Capacity building;

• Using the evidence and looking to the future; and

• Making the investment count.

These principles have been explored as part of the development of the AAA Housing Policy with a
view to improving ways in which services, agencies and authorities can work together to achieve
better outcomes at a local level.

Creating the Links Between Housing, Employment and Income Support, National Shelter (2001)
This paper explores the complex relationship between the labour market, income support and
housing. It concludes by stating that both housing and labour markets contribute to locational
disadvantage and skill mis-match within our communities. This paper argues that this is manifesting in
a greater divide between those able to access the full range of opportunities and those who cannot.

Australia wide trends include declining levels of homeownership due to increasing unemployment,
increased employment uncertainty and a reduced confidence that they will be able to maintain a
stable job, the gentrification of low cost housing stock, and the growing number of people renting
rather than buying.  This paper argues that these trends in turn result in low income people being
locked out of the private market through lack of supply, higher income households occupying low cost
housing, lack of affordability, discrimination, lack of legislative protection against unfair rent increases,
lack of legislation to ensure minimum housing standards and the operation of unregulated tenancy
databases.

These issues have been explored, and where information is available, tested to assess whether they
apply to the Mornington Peninsula Shire and to what degree.

Draft State and Local Government Affordable Housing Strategy (July 2001)
This paper was released for discussion purposes and  highlights the need for cooperative partnerships
to meet housing needs. Some of the principles outlined to underpin this partnership approach include
a clearly defined roles, and responsibilities of all level of government, a genuine recognition of the
diversity of local governments and their communities and an equitable response to housing needs
across Victoria.

This document highlights an enhanced role for local government  in affordable housing  initiatives, a
role that needs to be supported by other tiers of government. Fundamentally this involves State and
Commonwealth Governments retaining and expanding their commitment to affordable housing
provision.

State and local government advisory committee, local/regional  model structures and resourcing are
the identified ways forward as recommended by this paper.

The Social Housing Innovations Program (SHIP)
SHIP represents a commitment of $94.5M over 3 years over and above CSHA funding to increase
social housing by 800 units.  It has the following aims:

• Maximise the social and economic benefits by attracting investment from local government,
community and private partners.
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• Develop partnerships with other levels of government and a range of community organisations to
demonstrate sustainable models with continued growth in social housing.

• Stimulate the housing industry to create additional employment.

Underpinning the SHIP program was recommendations for a ten year strategy, which place heavy
emphasis on building up community, based housing associations.  This would represent a major
change in social housing and one which Local governments should be positioned to facilitate.

The MAV Housing Kit
The Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) is the peak association for local government in Victoria.
The kit is principally aimed to promote and support the development of regional and local housing
policies and strategies by councils. It assist councils in determining their role/s in housing with the
public, private and community sectors, and to strengthen the relationship in regional and local
planning with the Office of Housing, local organisations and developers.

This kit has provided some guidance in developing the AAA Housing Policy for Mornington Peninsula
to ensure that it responds to the identified needs.

2.3 HOUSING PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES

The following is an overview of the various program and initiatives that are currently funded or
auspiced by the state and or federal governments to provide housing assistance to those in “need”
throughout the State. Recipients of housing assistance, support and accommodation is essentially
coordinated by the Department of Human Services through the Office of Housing (OoH).  A review of
housing stock and resources available on the Mornington Peninsula as a result of these programs is
outlined in the following chapter.

The Transitional Housing Management Program (THM)
There are 15 funded agencies known as THM’s across the state. The THM program not only provides
a Housing Information and Referral role but is also the stock manager for the majority of the Crisis
Accommodation Program (CAP) housing in Victoria. Parity describes CAP as somewhat of a
misnomer for what is being offered in Victoria as the housing in the THM program is not aimed at the
crisis end of the homelessness spectrum.5

                                                          
5 Local Government Housing and Homelessness, Parity , Volume 12 Issues 5” The Crisis in Crisis
Accommodation”
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Transitional housing is most often managed by community agencies on behalf of the Office of
Housing. On the Peninsula, WAYSS who is responsible for the program, is the sub manager of
transitional housing properties (expected stay of 3 to 6 months). Following the shutdown of crisis
accommodation at Pine Cottage, crisis accommodation on the Peninsula is limited to the Fusion site in
Mt Martha, which provides for 6 youths in housing crisis. Other crisis accommodation is available to
peninsula residents but are located outside the municipality eg Frankston.

Support Accommodation and Assistance Program (SAAP)
Crisis accommodation services funded by Government provide a crucial safety net in emergencies
and some security for the most vulnerable people in our society.  In 1998-99 SAAP provided support
and/or accommodation to nearly 91,000 people who were homeless or at risk of homelessness6.
(This figure compares with 94,000 clients assisted in 1997-98, and the 83,000 clients assisted in
1996-97.)  These 91,000 people had about 163,000 occasions of support throughout the year,
meaning that the program assisted around 16,500 individual clients on any given day.

At the same time, the income of unmet demand within SAAP remain high and funding is needed to
provide more assistance to more people.  Despite recent funding increases, recurrent commonwealth
funding for SAAP services has not kept pace with demand.  Consequently, additional funding is still
required.

Special Housing Needs
Special Housing Needs recipients are generally offered a property based on when they applied,
however, if an urgent housing need can be demonstrated, applicants can apply for Early Housing.

Early Housing categories include:

• Recurring Homelessness – people who have a history of being homeless or at risk of long-term
homelessness (top priority).

• Supported Housing – people living in unsuitable housing who need a high-level of support or
need major disability modifications made to their home (second priority). Income and assets
must be within specified household type limits (see appendix A)

• Special housing needs – people whose current housing is unsuitable for various reasons (third
priority)

Eligibility criteria and further information regarding the program is attached in Appendix B.

Bond Loan Scheme (BLS)
The BLS enable the OoH to assist eligible applicants with the payment of the security deposit required
by private landlords when entering private rental accommodation.

2.4 LOCAL HOUSING POLICY CONTEXT

Local government has played a limited role in community housing provision in the past, this has been
mainly through the Local Government and Community Housing Program (LGCHP).

Whilst having this direct provision role, local government has been important in regulating and
planning housing development and have often provided or arranged for a range of services for low-
income, older and younger people within the community.

                                                          
6 AIHW (2000) SAAP National Data Collection 1998-99 Annual Report.  AIHW, Canberra.
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Some local governments are in the position to be effective providers, regulators and planners as they
are sensitive to changes in population, employment, gentrification processes and property value shifts
that may impact on low income people.  Council’s are in the best position to understand local housing
needs and assess the adequacy of housing to meet those needs. Having identified this, however, any
proposal to expand local government responsibilities in housing must be considered with caution.
Particularly, given that the role of local government in the recent past has been to move away from
direct provision of services.

The City of Port Phillip is a unique example of local government as a direct provider and manager of
housing.  Port Phillip’s role has emerged/evolved as a result of the intense pressure to reduce/remove
the historic  rooming houses of St Kilda and the need to ensure that affordable housing is maintained
within the area.

Potentially, social and community housing provides for an expanded role for local government as a
facilitator and partner rather than as a direct provider.

The Mornington Peninsula Shire Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) highlights Housing and
Integrated Local Area Planning, as a key element in guiding future township development within the
Shire; in particular providing for a diversity of housing choice.  A key objective is to “provide for land
use and development within township areas which meet the needs and respects the values of local
communities.”

The Shire has no defined housing policy relevant to the provision of community housing, however, it
has or is playing a number of roles in housing, and these are:

Provision and management
The Shire, solely, or in partnership, currently supports or provides a number of emergency housing
units for people in crisis, long term housing, housing for young people and other housing. There are
also a number of management arrangements of the housing, including direct management,
management by regional Transitional Housing Manager (THM) and Shire housing leased directly
through the private sector.

Mornington Peninsula Shire has four properties, all located in Mornington township. These properties
were developed as part of the LGCHP partnership arrangement between previous Shire’s before
amalgamation and the then Ministry of Housing (Office of Housing). Three of these properties are
managed by WAYSS (a community support group) as transitional housing and one property is self
managed by Mornington Peninsula Shire. The current lease and rental arrangements for the
properties are under review.

Maintenance Responsibility
Council is responsible to the Office of Housing (OoH) for varying levels of maintenance to a range of
properties, some of which are Office of Housing Elderly Person (EP) units.

Nomination rights
Council has nomination rights to a number of EP units in the Shire but rarely, if ever, exercises these
rights.

Facilitation, Advocacy and Support for better Housing Outcomes
Council currently plays a facilitation, advocacy and support role through a number of community
development and service provider’s networks (ie. Western Port Providers Network, Mornington
Community Group, Rosebud Provider Network), which have raised issues about affordable and
accessible housing as a major concern for members.
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An opportunity exists for Council to increasingly act as an advocate for those most in need in the
community. Effective advocacy requires compelling information on which to base the advocacy
strategy, to ensure policies and resources are aiming in the right place at the right time to the right
people. This is discussed further in the following chapters.

Housing Supply
Council does contribute to the supply of housing types, particularly with regard to the “type, mix and
location of housing necessary to meet local housing needs.” This is primarily achieved through
statutory development control measures. Whilst the Shire does not have a strategic planning
framework in place (MSS) that assists in:

• Attracting and constraining development to certain areas;

• Constraining the form of dwelling structures in certain locations;

• Releasing land for residential development; or

• Influencing the location of particular types of residential development.

Councils also have that ability to supply housing within the municipality using the following tools; eg.

• Overlay controls in the planning scheme in response to topographical, environmental and
heritage issues;

• Implementation of controls over medium density and dual occupancy development proposals;

• Residential land subdivisions through the planning approval process;

• Consideration of appropriate locations for new development as a means to further strategic
community or economic development objectives of Council;

• Facilitation and negotiation with developers and investors; and / or

• Management of neighbourhood character, amenity and community views with regard to
proposed works.

This planning assessment and approval role extends to other forms of housing such as group housing
and retirement villages.  While these are considered significant controls (to developers in particular),
the ability to impact directly on the “type, mix and location of housing necessary to meet local housing
needs” is limited.  Furthermore, State Government directions and statutory powers limit the exercise of
these controls.
Over the last fifteen years successive State Governments have attempted to increase residential
densities within the existing urban areas of Melbourne through a range of urban consolidation
initiatives and programs.
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The State Government’s Good Design Guide, has facilitated for more intensive residential
development throughout Melbourne’s suburbs resulting in an increase in medium density housing
developments.  Rescode 2000 has reviewed this Guide in order to provide for more of a balanced
approach to meeting housing needs whilst also continuing to achieve urban consolidation and
neighbourhood character protection objectives.

ResCode, prepared by the Department of Infrastructure adopts new standards for housing in the
Victorian Planning Provisions (VPPs) and contains new tools to better manage residential
development. The implementation of ResCode is proposed to commence in August 2001 and
neighbourhood character will play a key role in determining design outcomes of new developments.
Other approaches adopted internationally and in New South Wales have included adopting a policy of
providing or facilitating the provision of affordable housing through either voluntary or mandatory
“inclusionary zoning”.  (The difference between these is not fully clear). This requires the inclusion of a
certain type or mix of housing in larger residential projects.
Such mechanisms generally enable developers to be compensated for the provision of lower priced
units, or the making available of units either for sale or lease, for lower to medium income households.
Other incentive mechanisms include:
• Density maximisation – the a maximum permissible site density is established by the Council

based on environmental capacity.

To achieve this density, the applicant must demonstrate that both the environmental
considerations will be satisfied and that the specified amount of affordable housing be provided.

• Density bonus – this enables a developer to increase a density beyond the established density
permitted under the zoning where affordable housing is provided.

• Flexible application of development standards – Councils may exercise discretion in the
application of development standards. (Such as car parking, landscaped area, set backs, hight
and the like) where affordable housing is included as part of a development.

It should be noted that the Victorian Planning and Environment Act as it stands currently prohibits
such programs from being implemented by local government in Victoria.

Support Services for Housing
Council does provide support to people to assist them in staying at homes at times of need ie.
disability, frail and aged etc. through a range of Council managed programs, including home
maintenance and home and community care services.  These services provide social support to
households, enabling them to stay in their homes and remain part of a community.

In addition, under Council’s Hardship Policy, Council has made provision to remedy the impact of
paying rates by offering a range of payment plans. These plans include waiver provisions under the
Local Government Act that enable part or whole of any interest due on rates or charges to be waived
for people who are clearly having difficulty paying their rates. This is an attempt to assist the
community to stay in their homes and address issues of being asset rich but cash poor.
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3 REGIONAL HOUSING MARKET
The Mornington Peninsula Shire is made up of different housing submarkets catering to different
consumer segments.  Together they collectively define the Shire. The Shire encompasses at one
extreme, Portsea, one of the most expensive sub-housing markets in the entire Melbourne
Metropolitan region and Hastings/Rosebud/Tyabb, which by contrast are some of the cheapest.  The
attributes of these sub-markets are outlined in greater detail in Appendix C.

When analysing a range of issues impacting on population change in the metropolis, ultimately, we
are asking questions about who lives where and why.  Post occupancy surveys frequently turn up the
issue of affordability as the main factor influencing housing choice.  Other main factors that contribute
to the choice of housing type and location particularly on the Peninsula is the desire to be close to
family members.  Statistical analysis of migration data has shown a very strong cultural phenomenon
of the net intra urban migration patterns within sectors of the city, the net effect being sectoral outward
movements. This analysis is based on an assessment of the private housing market. Migration in the
public housing sector is very much determined by the availability of stock over time to meet needs.

3.1 MIGRATION AND HOUSING MARKET TRENDS IN METROPOLITAN MELBOURNE

The key factor in the patterns of movement as described above is due to a household’s familiarity with
its local area. Household moves are therefore based on a range of factors, including housing
aspirations, affordability, household size, availability of a suitable dwelling type, the local environment
including access to services, public transport, schools and to a lesser extent, employment.

New housing markets are emerging not only in the inner city but also throughout the metropolitan area
of Melbourne. The strong connection of households to their areas means that households can move
through the rental, first, second and third homebuyer market within the same municipality.

The supply of low cost affordable housing rests largely with the Commonwealth Government though
its funding of the CSHA (public housing sector) and through the Commonwealth’s fiscal and monetary
policies that also directly affect the supply of affordable private rental options.  The Commonwealth
Government First Home Owners grant to construct/purchase a home is combined with low interest
rates resulting in substantially more affordable housing. However, this assistance must be considered
in the context of the rising housing prices in Melbourne, particularly inner Melbourne, which result in a
demand for comparatively cheaper housing in the outer areas of Melbourne.

In Victoria, there has been a decline in the availability of affordable housing over the last 10 years.
Increased rents and competition for lower cost housing are placing more low income households at
risk of paying high proportions of their total income in rent.

The Victorian Homelessness Strategy highlights the following key indications:

• Decline in Commonwealth funding for public housing in Victoria by 26 per cent over the last
decade (1990 – 2000);

• Victoria has the lowest proportion of public housing stock and rental housing stock of all states
(Victoria 3.6% public and community housing, Australia 5.6%);

• Rents have increased faster than the Consumer Price Index since 1995, averaging over 5% per
annum;
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• Melbourne lost 8.5 per cent of it affordable rental housing from 1985 to 1995. This trend is
continuing;

• In April 2001, approximately 44,000 households are paying more than 30% of their income on
rent;

• Discrimination is acute in rental market for people with low income, large families, different
cultural and language backgrounds and complex needs eg. Disability, metal illness etc;

• Private rental affordability and supply are polarised. The inner city has more supply but less than
2 per cent is affordable. Outer areas are more affordable, but have a smaller amount of rental
stock; and

• Rooming houses in areas such as St Kilda, Fitzroy, and Richmond are disappearing limiting
crisis and transitional housing opportunities.7

3.2 REGIONAL HOUSING MARKET

Migration data from the 1996 Census and the Australia Post Australian Population Movement
Statistics show that the Mornington Peninsula Shire’s migration patterns reflect the self-contained
geographic nature of the Peninsula.  The strongest migration relationships of the three constituent
Statistical Local Areas (SLAs) of the Shire are with other areas of the Peninsula and the adjacent City
of Frankston.

Based on the SLA migration analysis and the Australia Post Postcode analysis, the areas with a
significant relationship with the Mornington Peninsula SLAs include:

• Frankston East and West SLAs – Frankston, Frankston South, Seaford, Carrum Downs, and
Langwarrin;

• Kingston South SLA – Aspendale, Aspendale Gardens, Edithvale, Chelsea, Chelsea Heights,
Bonbeach, and Carrum; and

• Casey – Cranbourne SLA – Cranbourne, Hampton Park, and Lyndhurst.

Migration patterns illustrated in Figure 3.1: Migration in Mornington Shire 1991-1996, indicate a strong
migration from Frankston West to north Hastings and Mornington West.

Mornington Peninsula attracts a range of housing markets from first and second homebuyers in areas
such as Hastings and Rosebud to third and fourth homebuyers in areas such as Mount Eliza and
prestige resort areas such as Portsea, Sorrento and Flinders.

                                                          
7 Working Report of the Victorian Homelessness Strategy (April 2001) Ministerial Advisory Committee
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FIGURE 3.1: MIGRATION IN MORNINGTON PENINSULA SHIRE 1991-1996
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3.3 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN NEIGHBOURING MUNICIPALITIES

Frankston
The City of Frankston is the most significant source area for new migrants to Mornington Peninsula
Shire.  Frankston has a significant supply of broadhectare land available for development.  This land is
concentrated primarily in the Langwarrin and Carrum Downs areas.  The supply of land and rate of
development in Frankston is not considered to have any significant impact on demand levels in the
Mornington Peninsula as they offer different housing market opportunities. Frankston predominantly
caters for a couple with children housing market with a significant portion of single parent families,
while Mornington Peninsula has a high number of couple with children households, there are also a
high proportion of couples without children (empty nesters). Although as land is fully developed in the
Carrum Downs and Langwarrin areas, increased demand for land in the Somerville and surrounding
areas may result.

Casey

The South Eastern Growth Area of Melbourne has experienced the highest growth rates and has the
largest supply of zoned residential land of any of Melbourne’s fringe areas.  While the City of Casey
shares a boundary with Mornington Peninsula Shire in the Pearcedale area, there are significantly
different housing markets being attracted to each municipality and the major development fronts are
remote from each other. The City of Casey predominantly comprises of a young population with over
32 per cent of residents under the age of 17 and couples with children form almost half the
households. While “couple with children” households are the most common household type on the
Peninsula, there are also a high proportion of “couples without children” (empty nesters). The
relationship between the two municipalities is not strong in a historic migration sense.  Development in
the City of Casey is therefore not expected to have any significant impact on Mornington Peninsula
Shire during the timeframe of this study.  The future development of the Scoresby Freeway may alter
this, so to may be the lifestyle/amenity attractions of some areas of Mornington Peninsula, which may
attract more of the population from the Casey corridor as this sector matures.
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4 MORNINGTON PENINSULA HOUSING TODAY
Mornington Peninsula Shire is located between Port Philip Bay and Western Port Bay, approximately
50 kilometres south east of Central Melbourne. For the purpose of this study, the municipality has
been divided into fifteen small areas.

Figure 4.1: Small Area Boundaries

As outlined in Figure 4.1: Small Area Boundaries, these areas (listed alphabetically) are:

** Assessment of HMAS Cerberus (Area 6) not
included in the study due to its unique housing
characteristics.

Area 1. Balnarring/Balnarring Beach/Merricks/Merricks
Beach/Somers

Area 2. Bittern/Crib Point
Area 3. Dromana/Safety Beech
Area 4. Flinders/Shoreham/ Point Leo
Area 5. Hastings
Area 6. HMAS Cerberus
Area 7. Mornington East
Area 8. Mornington/Moorooduc/Tuerong
Area 9. Mount Eliza
Area 10. Mount Martha
Area 11. Portsea/Sorrento/Blairgowrie
Area 12. Red Hill/ Red Hill South/Merricks north/Main

Ridge/Arthurs Seat
Area 13. Rosebud/Rosebud

West/McCrae/Boneo/Fingal/Cape Schanck
Area 14. Rye/Tootgarook/St Andrews Beach
Area 15. Somerville/Tyabb/Baxter/Pearcedale
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The following is an overview of the demographic and housing market profile of the municipality as a
whole.  Chapter 5 outlines the small area housing market profiles for the Shire.

4.1 DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE

This section provides an overview of Mornington Peninsula’s Demographic Profile using indicators
that impact directly on housing supply and demand.

Current Population
The total population of Mornington Peninsula Shire, as recorded in the 1996 ABS Census, was
110,122. Whilst the Shire’s population has been steadily increasing over time, Mornington Peninsula
is forecast to grow by over 18,000 new households to 2011, this growth is driven both by the
development of new dwellings in remnant broad hectare areas such as Mornington East and the
conversion of holiday houses to permanent dwellings.

The estimated resident population of Mornington Peninsula Shire increased by 2.6 per cent or 3 172
persons from June 1999 to June 2000.8 This rate of population change exceeded the total
metropolitan average growth rate of 1.53%, and was fifth in annual growth rates of all metropolitan
local government areas.

Table 4.1: Top 5 growth rates for local government 1999-2000

Local government area Annual growth rate (%) 1999-2000

Melbourne 9.6

Melton 9.6

Casey 4.6

Wyndham 4.0

Mornington Peninsula 2.6
Source: Victorian Population Bulletin (May 2001)

Age Structure
In 1996, Mornington Peninsula Shire demonstrated a very similar age structure to that of the
Melbourne Statistical Division (MSD). In general the population aged between 0 and 34 has and is
steadily declining whilst those aged 35 years and over are steadily increasing. This trend is also
similar to that of the MSD. In 1996 the highest proportion of the population were aged between 0 and
14 (22.4 per cent) followed by those aged between 45 and 64 (21.2 per cent).

The main changes from 1991 and 1996 as depicted in Figure 4.2 has been the growth in the
proportion of 45 to 64 year olds, and the drop in the proportion of the population aged between 15 and
24 years.

The 2011 forecast age structure is expected to be significantly older than the Melbourne metropolitan
average as a result of a relatively older and significant base population in 1996, and retirees taking up
permanent residence.

                                                          
8 Victorian population Bulletin (May 2001), Sixth issue, Department of Infrastructure
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Figure 4.2: Mornington Peninsula and MSD – Percentage change in age structure (1991
to 1996)
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Household Life-Cycle
Presenting the household life-cycle typologies interpreted by i.d. consulting on the basis of the 15
small areas of Mornington Peninsula is instructive and provides insight into household-dwelling
relationships, particularly when comparing the typologies to dwelling structures (also from the
Census).  The household typologies defined as follows are essentially used as a tool to determine
where a household is at in terms of household lifecycle and how that may influence their housing
needs or choices.

Household Typology Definitions

Empty nesters - couple family without children and aged 45 to 65 years.

Emerging empty nesters - families comprising of a couple with children aged 15 years or older.

Younger lone person households - people aged between 15 and 35 years living alone.

Older lone person households - people aged 65 years or older living alone.

Young families - families comprising of a couple with children under the age of 15
years.

Group households - unrelated people sharing the same dwelling.

Single parent families - families comprising of a single parent with children (younger or older
then 15 years).

Mature families - families comprising of a couple with children (at least one child under
15 years and one over 15 years or older).

The changes in household type for Mornington Peninsula Shire from 1991 to 1996 are as follows:

• An increase in the diversity of household types within the municipality. In 1991, just under a third
of households in the Shire comprised of young families, this proportion has dropped by almost 9
per cent from 1991 to 1996;

• A 3 per cent increase in the emerging empty nesters;
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• A 1.2 per cent increase in the one parent families; and

• A 1.8 per cent increase in the proportion of older lone person households.

• A significant decrease in the young families. While comprising 18.5% of all household types in
the Shire, the proportion of young families dropped by 8.9% over the 5 year timeframe.

The most significant population increases are forecast to occur in the ‘emerging empty nester’ age
groups of 50 to 64. This growth reflects a combination of the existing population effectively ‘aging in
place’, new mature family households moving to newer estates and retirees taking up permanent
residence in holiday houses.
A breakdown of housing market indicators per area on the Mornington Peninsula is provided in
Appendix B of this report.

Income
Mornington Peninsula Shire has one of the lowest average incomes in Melbourne and is falling further
behind.  Taxation data for 1999 shows that the average pre taxable income in Mornington was $30,
106 the lowest of any region in Melbourne and was some 25 percent less than Melbourne as a whole.
In real terms, using 1988 as a base, the Shire has seen an increase of only 9 percent (less than 1
percent per annum) compared to Melbourne’s 23 percent increase.  The low incomes are of course a
factor that creates housing needs and will structure the characteristics of the Shire’s housing market.
For example it will dampen housing demand and house prices except in pockets such as Portsea,
Sorrento and Flinders being purchased by more affluent households.
In 1991 over 60 per cent of households in the Shire were earning a gross income of $33,102 or less.
In the period between 1991 and 1996 there was very little change in income earnt by the households.
The proportion of income spent by households on housing costs (loans. rent etc) is explored in greater
detail in Chapter 7.
In terms of weekly income, 21.2% of Shire households’ earnt a gross income of 120- $299 per week
compared with 15.7% for Metropolitan Melbourne. 4.7% more households in Mornington Peninsula
earn between $300-$499 per week as compared to that of metropolitan Melbourne.
A breakdown of income per household for each small area of Mornington Peninsula Shire is outlined
in Appendix B.

Nationality/Ethnicity
Over 90 percent of the people living in the Shire in 1996 were born in an English speaking country,
with just over 78% being from Australia. This far exceeds 74.8% for Metropolitan Melbourne. Whilst
there are a number of languages spoken within the municipality, the number of people who speak
languages such as Italian (1%), German (0.6%), Greek (0.6%) etc. is comparatively small.

Rent Assistance
There were 6492 recipients of Centrelink Rent Assistance benefits in the Shire from March to June
2001.  This comprises approximately 6% of the total population based on the 1996 population
numbers.  As identified in Table 4.2, most recipients were from Mornington, Cape Schanck/Boneo and
Rye.
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Table 4.2: Centrelink Rent Assistance 2001 – Quarter 2

Suburb Postcode Customers
Baxter (inc part of Frankston) 3911 229
Somerville 3912 443
Tyabb 3913 70
Hastings 3915 599
Shoreham/Merricks/Point Leo 3916 21
Bittern 3918 123
Crib Point 3919 138
Balnarring/Merricks Creek 3926 78
Somers 3927 39
Main Ridge 3928 20
Flinders 3929 20
Mount Eliza 3930 383
Mornington 3931 1013 (15.6%)
Moorooduc 3933 23
Osborne/Mt Martha/Balcombe 3934 295
Dromana/Safety Beach 3936 509
Red Hill South 3937 54
McCrae 3938 125
Cape Schanck/Boneo 3939 959 (14.85%)
Rosebud 3940 312
Rye 3941 851 (13.1%)
Blairgowrie 3942 108
Sorrento 3943 60
Portsea 3944 20
Total 6492

Source: Centrelink, Frankston.

4.2 PRIVATE HOUSING MARKET PROFILE

The criteria for determining housing opportunities and potential requirements are set by a range of
factors based on development opportunities/constraints and predominant household structures.  For
example, a homogenous area with 3 and 4 bedroom dwellings predominating, set on large blocks in a
grid pattern street layout, along with a predominance of ‘old lone person’, ‘empty nester’ and
‘emerging empty nester’ households possibly creates a significant opportunity for the Council to
encourage increased dwelling diversity.  Apart from the physically determined elements, the
opportunity is based on offering alternative housing opportunities to the existing population while
attracting new populations to the area.

This section provides an overview of the housing characteristics in Mornington Peninsula Shire,
including both supply and demand issues. The key housing characteristics for each small area are
summarised in Figure 5.2: Summary of Small Area Demographics and Development Indicators.

Development Activity
Mornington Peninsula covers a diverse area, ranging from suburban areas such as Mount Eliza to
coastal townships and resort areas.  There were over 2,000 new dwellings approved in 1999, a
significant rate of development, although it should be noted that a substantial proportion of these
dwellings were holiday houses and therefore not permanent occupied dwellings.  This development
had the following characteristics:
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• Separate dwellings comprised a significantly higher proportion of all dwellings in Mornington
Peninsula from 1996 to 1999 as in Melbourne overall. In 1996 88.7 per cent of housing stock in
the municipality comprised of separate houses as compared to 74.1 per cent for the Melbourne
Statistical Division (MSD);

• Hastings, Mornington/Moorooduc/Tuerong are the only areas of the Shire that demonstrate
greater diversity, where approximately 25 per cent of housing stock comprises of medium
density or other (essentially in Mornington);

• A relatively low level of demolition activity, indicative of the age and condition of much of
Mornington Peninsula’s housing stock; and

• Dwelling commencements were spread between the broad hectare ‘permanent’ resident areas of
Mornington and Somerville and resort areas such as Portsea, Sorrento, Blairgowrie, Rye and
Cape Schanck.

Figure 4.3: Share of expected development activity between major sites and infill – 2000-2009
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Figure 4.3 shows the split of new development between infill development and major site or greenfield
development over the next ten years.  It should be noted that ‘infill’ development also includes the
permanent occupancy of existing holiday dwellings, or the replacement of “holiday homes” with more
substantial dwellings, therefore much of the ‘infill’ development involves no construction activity, and
as indicated in the above figure is forecast to gradually increase from just under 300 lots per year in
2000 to just over 500 lots in 2009.  The opposite trend is forecast for major site development.

Dwelling Type
In 1996, approximately 92 percent of the population living in Mornington Peninsula Shire live in
separate houses. There are small proportions of the population living in medium density type housing
such as flats, semi-detached homes (5.5%), as well as other forms of housing such as caravans
(0.7%). In 1996, Mornington Peninsula Shire had over 10% less people living in medium density
housing stock than that of Metropolitan Melbourne, however the number living in other housing forms
such as caravans etc is equivalent to that of Melbourne.
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Vacancy Rates
Changing lifestyles, technology and social and economic factors have influenced change in the type of
housing in Mornington Peninsula. The south, southwestern part of the municipality was once
predominantly a holiday place providing for short term accommodation, which is now increasingly
becoming the desired place to live.  This is particularly relevant to the southern end of the Shire only.

In 1996, just under a third (31.16 per cent) of dwellings were vacant. Vacancy rates were
comparatively higher in the south to south western areas of the Shire typically due to the
predominance of the holiday home, whilst areas such as Hastings, Somerville, Baxter etc experience
low vacancy rates.

Home Ownership
Over 45 percent of households in the Mornington Peninsula Shire owned their home in 1996, (slightly
higher than that of the MSD) and slightly higher than that of 1991. 18.5 percent of households rented
their homes in 1996. As indicated in Figure 4.4, Mornington Peninsula exceeds Metropolitan
Melbourne in the proportion of dwellings that are owned or being purchased, however the Shire
contains over 5% less rental properties than the of Metropolitan Melbourne.

The highest level of homeownership exists in the Portsea/Sorrento/Blairgowrie area (55.5 per cent)
whilst the lowest proportion of owned homes existed in Bittern/Crib Point (28.4 per cent). Bittern/Crib
Point is also the area that contained the highest proportion of houses that have a mortgage (51.6 per
cent). Over a third of Hastings houses are being rented (35.4 per cent).

Figure 4.4: Mornington Peninsula and Melbourne Statistical Division - Housing Tenure in 1996
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New residential development
From 1992 to 1996, an average of 535 lots for residential building activity were released onto the
market. The lots released peaked at 648 in 1994 and dropped to 536 lots in 1996, approximately 61
per cent of total lots released in the Peninsula subregion (includes Frankston City). An average of
1099 dwellings commenced/approved from 1992 to 1996, peaking at 1270 in 1994, dropping to 810 in
1996 (the lowest number for this period). Medium density and high density housing stock comprised
only 3% of the new dwellings.

In the Department of Infrastructure’s 1997 Land Release Forecast outlined Mornington Peninsula
Shire as having  “few active developments”. The main areas of development are in the suburbs of
Mornington, Mount Martha, Rosebud and Sorrento along the western side of the Peninsula, and in
Hastings on the eastern side.

The supply and demand analysis undertaken for the peninsula subregion by the Department at this
time concluded that lot consumption exceeds lot creation for the short (1997 to 2001) and medium
term (2002 to 2006)

Table 4.3: Major Development in Mornington Peninsula

Source: Department of Infrastructure Housing Melbourne Residential Forecast (2001)

In a more recent Department of infrastructure report Housing Melbourne: Residential Forecast 2000
outlined that a total of 4920 new dwellings are to be constructed between 2000-2004 and a further
4620 from 2005 to 2009. Just over 60 percent of this development is to occur as part of major
development sites, whilst the remaining development is to comprise of infill development.

Name Potential Market Construction Description
Benton Grange First stages of new estate of

large allotments suited to
potential 2nd and 3rd

homebuyer market.

Range of lot sizes
1 to 3 acres.

Located on Bentons Road, Mornington,
close to the Moorooduc Highway.

Century Park Development of larger
allotments on Bentons Road
suited to 2nd and 3rd

homebuyer market.

Construction of
allotment over
1000 sqm.

Located on Racecourse and Bentons
Roads, Mornington, close to the racecourse.

Headland
Waters

Estate overlooking Port Phillip
Bay with large allotments
suited to higher end of the
market.

Construction of
allotment over
1000 sqm.

Located off the Esplanade, Mt Martha, near
Martha Point.

Kinfauns Estate overlooking
Westernport Bay with large
allotments suited to 2nd and 3rd

homebuyer market.

Range of lot sizes
1 to 2 acres.

Located off Frankston Flinders Road  in
Bittern.

Lavender
Grove

New estate located on
Racecourse Road potentially
suited to 1st and 2nd

homebuyer market.

Construction of 47
lots between 620
and 740 sqm.

Site located on Racecourse Road,
Mornington close to Craigie Road.

Summerfields Development of larger
allotments of around 1200 to
1500 sqm suited to 2nd and 3rd

homebuyer market.

Construction of
allotments over
1000 sqm.

Located on Racecourse and Bentons
Roads, Mornington, close to the
Racecourse.

The Manor Final stages of estate located
on Bentons Road suited to
potential 1st and 2nd

homebuyer market.

Construction of 91
lots with average
size 800 sqm.

Located on the south East corner of
Bentons and Racecourse Roads,
Mornington.

Peninsula
Gardens

First stages of new estate with
larger allotments, market
unknown.

Construction of
allotment of 2 to
3000 sqm.

Located on Duells Road, Rosebud South,
close to golf courses and Arthurs Seat State
Park.
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Table 4.3 outlines the major developments within the Shire and type of development proposed.

House Prices
As outlined in Table 4.4 below, the price of houses, units and land have increased considerably from
1996 to 1999. The diversity of house prices is reflected across the small areas of Mornington
Peninsula. For example the median house price in Portsea in 1999 was $400 000, whilst for Hastings
the median house price was $82 500. The price variation for units/apartments ranges from $69 000
(Hastings) to $303 505 (Sorrento) and the land price range starts with $28 000 (Hastings) to $109 250
(Sorrento).
Of Melbourne’s Bay side suburbs, Mornington experienced the highest property value median price
growth from 1995-2000, being 156 percent.
Table 4.4: Median House, Unit/Apartment and Land Price in Mornington Peninsula (1996-1999)

MP MSD MP MSD
Median price 1996 1999

House 108 000 130 000 137 000 170 000

Unit/Apartment 89 000 115 000 112 750 155 000

Vacant House Block 42 000 55 000 50 000 64 500
Source: Department of Infrastructure, Housing Melbourne: Residential Forecast 2000 pg 74

Longer term housing demand issues include:

• The development of the Scoresby Freeway will increase accessibility of the area (primarily at the
northern end of the Shire);

• The housing market attracted to Mornington Peninsula will grow over time, as the ‘lifestyle’
market increases as people accumulate wealth and choose to relocate their living to attractive
locations and work from home.

The low incomes of many residents will create a demand for cheaper housing while the low house
prices and rents will conversely draw out more low income households to the Shire.

While supply remains tight due to fragmented ownership, low level of rezoning land for residential use,
and high prices, a change in supply has the potential to bring prices down and further increase
demand in the area.

Private Rental Housing Stock
The following table (Table 4.5) identifies median weekly private rental costs for specific areas of
Mornington Peninsula, compared to “Mornington Peninsula Total” which includes Seaford-Carrum
Downs and Frankston.
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Table 4.5: Private Rental Costs – September 2000 Quarter

1 bedroom flats 2 bedroom flats 2 bedroom house 3 bedroom house
Area Median

Weekly
Rent $

Annual
%

Change

Median
Weekly
Rent $

Annual
%

Change

Median
Weekly
Rent $

Annual %
Change

Median
Weekly
Rent $

Annual %
Change

Dromana-
Portsea

- - 120 +6.7 130 +4.0 150 +9.1

Hastings-
Flinders

- - 123 +2.1 145 +16.0 160 +3.2

Mt Eliza-
Mornington-
Mt Martha

- - 140 0 - - 185 +2.8

Mornington
Peninsula
Total

95 0 135 +3.8 140 +7.7 170 +6.3

Source: Office of Housing Rental Report, September Quarter 2000.
** Unable to obtain breakdown of Baxter / Sorrento / Tyabb

As indicated in Table 4.5, median weekly rental costs have increased, particularly that of 2 bedroom
houses in Hastings-Flinders and 3 bedroom houses in Dromana a-Portsea.

 4.3 PUBLIC RENTAL HOUSING STOCK

As identified in Table 4.6, Mornington Peninsula Shire contained 1,098 public housing units of which
over 50% comprised of 3 bedroom dwellings As at June 30, 2001.

Based on the average household size of 2.8, the public housing provided would house approximately
3075 residents, 2.8 percent of the total population and comprises 2.7 percent of total households in
the Shire. This is quite low in comparison to other parts of Melbourne, which have comparatively
larger proportions of public housing stock but have similar number of total households, identified as
follows:
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Table 4.6: Public Rental Housing Stock on Mornington Peninsula (June 2001)

Property Size of stock (Number of Bedrooms)

Suburb RMU
(Moveable

Units)

One Two Three Four Greater than
Four

Balnarring 3 0 2

Baxter 3 4 20

Bittern 2 0 0

Blairgowrie 0 0 2

Crib Point 3 2 7

Dromana 5 8 28 1

Hastings 10 56 44 206 15

McCrae 1 2 4

Moorooduc

Mornington 19 112 76 187 29 2

Mt Eliza 3 1 0 1 2

Mt Martha 1 1 9

Portsea 0 0 4

Rosebud 9 55 22 56 7 1

Rosebud South 2 0 2

Rosebud West 1 4 6 16

Rye 5 2 9

Safety Beach 1 1 2

Somerville 7 3 26 4

Tootgarook 3 1 1

Tyabb 2 0 2

TOTAL 53 228 172 584 58 3
Source: Frankston Office of Housing

Table 4.7:  Proportion of Public Housing Stock of Total Housing
Municipality Total Public

Housing Stock
2001

Total Household Number
1996

% Public housing of total
housing stock

Mornington Peninsula 1098 40,902 2.7

Banyule 2203 39790 5.5 %

Frankston 1597 37,733 4.2%

Melbourne 2218 14,423 15.3%

Moonee Valley 3813 39,351 9.7%

Port Philip 3050 33,579 9%

Source: Office of Housing (2001 stock numbers compared with 1996 household numbers per municipality)

Discussions with the Office of Housing – Frankston Office identified the following housing program for
Mornington Peninsula for the 2001/2002 financial year.
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Design and Construct: Mornington 4 x 3 bedroom

House and land: Four properties proposed, location to be determined

General Construction: Three properties proposed, location to be determined.

Mt Martha 1 x 3 bedroom

Rosebud 4 x 2 bedroom

Somerville 10 x 1 bedroom, 5 x 2 bedrooms and 1 x 4 bedroom

Public Housing Waiting Lists

Table 4.8: Wait Turn Applications – Mornington Peninsula and Bass Coast District
Wait Turn Applications

July 2000 March 2001
Applications Waiting

From
Units Applications Waiting

From
Units

0/1BR Broadband
Mornington Peninsula
Older persons (over 55)
Singles (16 to 55)

286
Jul-94
Aug 91

182 367
Feb-95
Dec-97

182

Bass Coast District
Older persons (over 55)
Singles (16 to 55)

65
Aug-99
Aug-94

146 53
Dec-00
Oct-93

146

2BR Broadband
Mornington Peninsula 274 Nov-90 101 341 Nov-90 101
Bass Coast District 30 Jan-95 32 46 Jane-96 32
3BR Broadband
Mornington Peninsula 253 Oct-90 319 274 Jun-91 319
Bass Coast District 32 April-96 53 24 Feb-97 53
4BR Broadband
Mornington Peninsula 25 Jan-93 41 31 April-93 41
Bass Coast District 2 Sep-99 5 3 Feb-95 5

Source: Department of Human Services

The above table (Table 4.8) illustrates the discrepancies between the applications for accommodation
and the total units in supply, in both the Mornington Peninsula and the Bass Coast District. The table
also compares the situation in July 2000 to that of March 2001. Over this time the demand for all
accommodation has dramatically increased in Mornington Peninsula, particularly for 1 and 2 bedroom
accommodation. It should be noted that the total number of applications refers to an applicant’s first,
second and third preferences.

Mornington Peninsula wait turn applicants have been waiting for no less than 7 and in some cases up
to 11 years for suitable accommodation. The waiting list and time delay is greatest for 3 bedroom
units.
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Table 4.9: Early housing Applications (July 2000 to March 2002)
Early Housing Applications

July 2000 March 2001
Applications Waiting

Time
Applications Waiting

Time
0/1BR Broadband
Mornington Peninsula
Older persons (over 55)
Singles (16 to 55)

0
9

3-6 months
6-12 months

1
4

6 months
9 months

Bass Coast District
Older persons (over 55)
Singles (16 to 55)

9
0

3 months
Indefinite

0
4

3 months
Indefinite

2BR Broadband
Mornington Peninsula 6 3 months 11 6 months
Bass Coast District 2 3 months 3 3 months
3BR Broadband
Mornington Peninsula 16 3 months 10 3 months
Bass Coast District 2 3 months 0 3 months
4BR Broadband
Mornington Peninsula 3 9 months 5 9 months
Bass Coast District 0 NA 0 Indefinite

Source: Department of Human Services

Table 4.9, illustrates the waiting time for early housing applicants over the July 2000 and March 2001
periods in both the Mornington Peninsula and the Bass Coast District. The only change in waiting
times is for two bedroom accommodation in Mornington Peninsula, which has increased from a 3
month waiting period in July 2000 to a 6 month waiting period in March 2001.

Other Housing
The following table outlines forms of housing stock in Mornington Peninsula Shire, including caravan
parks, nursing homes and hostels.

The number of caravans in the Shire reflects its original role as a Melbourne holiday area, particularly
within the Rosebud and Dromana areas.

There are no registered rooming houses on the Mornington Peninsula, nor are there youth hostels.
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Table 4.10: Other Housing Stock, Mornington Peninsula.
Number of Facilities Aged

persons’
Support;
Homes &
Hostels

Caravan &
Tourist
Parks

Homes &
Hostels

Supported
residential services

(SRS)

Nursing
Homes

Retirement
Communities &

Homes

Balnarring
/Balnarring
Beach/Merricks/Mer
ricks Beach/Somers

1

Bittern/Crib Point 1 1
Dromana Safety
Beach

7 1 1

Flinders Shoreham
Point Leo

2 1

Hastings 1 2 2 1
Mornington East 1 1
Mornington/
Moorooduc
Tuerong

1 1 2 1 1

Mount Eliza 1 1
Mount Martha 1
Portsea/Sorrento/Bl
airgowrie

5 1

Red Hill/Red Hill
South/Merricks
North/Main
Ridge/Arthurs Seat
Rosebud/
Rosebud
West/McCrae
/Boneo/Cape
Schanck/Fingal

1 14 1 1 3 2

Rye/Tootgarook/St
Andrews Beach

2 1

Somerville/Tyabb/B
axter/
Pearcedale

1 1

TOTAL:
Mornington
Peninsula

3 35 5 5 10 9

Source: Peninsula Housing Database 2001

The only crisis accommodation located within the Shire was Pine Cottage, Rosebud. The property
was closed in March 2001 on the grounds that the property posed a significant fire hazard. Pine
Cottage provided a low cost housing alternative for people requiring crisis accommodation. The
residents comprised of families with children, couples and single people and many had complex care
needs. In the absence of such accommodation on the Shire at present, residents seeking such
assistance will be forced to look outside the Shire or “put up with” their current situation ie. homeless,
subjected to domestic violence, high cost rentals etc.

Retirement homes and nursing homes are generally scattered across all parts of the Shire, whereas
special accommodation, hostels and aged persons support hostels is limited to Hastings, Mornington
and Rosebud.

In addition to a 90 bed nursing home recently approved by Council in Hastings9, Council has received
a number of housing applications for older persons within Mornington Peninsula Shire. The absence

                                                          
9 PENINSULA PROSPECTS, July 2001
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of a clear policy for older person accommodation within the Shire has raised key issues with regard to
how these applications should be assessed.

Table 4.11: Current Planning Applications for Older Person Housing ( August 2001)
Location No. of Beds Type of Accommodation

Somerville 100 Hostel

Rosebud 80 units Village Life private Rental

Mornington 90 Hostel

Mt Martha 140 units Retirement Home ( approved and commenced)

Rosebud 140 unit
expansion

Existing hostel to be extended

Hastings High and Low Care beds (Hostel and Nursing home)

Source: Mornington Peninsula Shire August 2001

An overview of is presented in the attached Existing Conditions Plan.

4.4 AFFORDABILITY

When considering house prices only, in comparison to Melbourne as a whole the Shire does not have
a general problem of affordability.  The median house prices and rents in most of the Shire are some
of the lowest in Melbourne and in relation to household income is highly affordable.  Rents are
similarly affordable.  However, coupled with the distance of travel, transport costs, increased seasonal
costs of private rental housing, heating, cooling and phone calls, total housing costs contribute further
to the level of housing affordability.  Even the low prices and rents of most of the Shire represent a
problem for some of the groups whose income are such that even the cheapest private market
housing is problematic.  Young people on youth allowance or episodic and casual low paid work, lone
parents and other residents that are Centrelink dependent and older people who have not been able
to become home owners.

One emergency housing facility was provided within the municipality, however due to health and
safety requirements was closed.

The table below shows the affordability ratio in 1999/2000 for median priced house on the
assumptions of a twenty percent deposit and a twenty five year lending period.  Column 4 shows the
affordability ratio (mortgage to income) for a single income on average earnings and a dual income
with one earner on average earnings and the other 75 percent of average earnings.  For dual income
household the Shire is highly affordable with an affordability ratio of 15 percent.  For a single income
the ratio is at 26 percent just above the 25 benchmark and better than the 30 percent for Melbourne
whole.  Column 5 shows for all properties sold in the individual housing sub-markets of the Shire how
many would have been affordable for single income earners and a dual income earner.  Except for
Portsea, Sorrento and Flinders a sizeable proportion of the properties are affordable.

Table 4.12: Housing Affordability on the Peninsula
Median House Monthly (25 yrs) Affordability % of homes in LGA

Price 2000 Mortgage at 7% Mortgage/Income
Ratio

Affordable 1999

Value
$

20%
deposit

7% Interest Dual
income

Male
Income

Male
Income

Dual
Income

Balnarring 154,625 $123700 $ 874 16% 27% 43% 84%

Bittern 125,000 $100,000 -$ 707 13% 22% 62% 89%
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Dromana 121,000 $96,800 -$ 684 13% 21% 59% 92%

Flinders 345,000 $276,000 -$ 1951 36% 61% 11% 37%

Hasting 90,000 $72,000 -$ 509 9% 16% 84% 92%

Mornington 165,000 $132,000 -$ 933 17% 29% 30% 80%

Mt Martha 195,000 $156,000 -$ 1103 20% 34% 14% 64%

Portsea 437,000 $349,600 -$ 2471 45% 77% 3% 6%

Sorrento 310,000 $248,000 -$ 1753 32% 55% 8% 31%

Rosebud 128,000 $102,400 -$ 724 13% 23% 73% 96%

Tyabb 118,500 $94,800 -$ 670 12% 21% 67% 86%

Mornington
Shire

145,000 $116,000 $ 820 15% 26%

Melbourne 170,000 $136,000 -$ 961 18% 30% 39% 74%

Note:  Average income for municipality Dual Income = $5440.93 pmth, Male Income = $3214.47 pmth (ABS)

As indicated above, these estimates of housing cost affordability do not include travel, utility and
telecommunication costs associated with some of the more isolated areas of the municipality. The
total cost would be problematic to quantify.

The housing stress chart in Appendix D highlights the number and proportion of households spending
more than 25%, 35% or 50% on housing costs in 1996. Again, whilst this assessment doesn’t include
associated housing costs it does highlight that the proportion of households spending in excess of
their income on housing is comparative to that of the MSD. We have also attempted to determine what
income may remain following this direct housing cost, but again this is difficult to quantify given that
the incomes provide a median income levels for each small area rather than average incomes.

4.5 HOUSING OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS

The Housing Opportunity Analysis is a useful way of comparing smaller areas of the Shire on the
basis of various housing and demographic indicators.  A range of demographic and housing indicators
have been used to broadly compare areas in terms of their ability to provide further housing
opportunities.  It should not be seen as a comprehensive presentation of all of the factors that impact
on housing opportunities but a simple means of identifying constraints and opportunities at the small
area level.  The results of this analysis per small area is outlined in chapter 7 of this report.

The indicators of housing opportunity are as follows:

• Older lone persons/empty nesters/ emerging empty nesters households – these are areas
with high proportions of these household groups, assumes that housing is more likely to be
turned over as older people move to retirement villages and nursing homes and empty
nesters seek more appropriate accommodation for their new housing circumstances;

• Grid pattern streets/large lots – these are areas with potential for redevelopment providing
additional housing stock;

• High proportion of unoccupied dwellings/vacant lots – these areas have potential for either
new permanent households to move in (unoccupied dwellings) or new dwellings to be
constructed (vacant lots);

• Poor quality old dwelling stock – these areas are more likely to experience new housing
development through the redevelopment of sites through demolition and replacement;
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• Urban area, good access to services, transport and employment – these areas are more
attractive to new housing development due to their access to services and employment;

• Affordable housing – areas where housing prices do not exclude a significant proportion of
the market;

• Serviced (water & sewerage) – areas that can add new dwellings, particularly medium
density due to the availability of services;

• Diversity of dwelling types – areas that accommodate a range of housing markets due to
their range of dwelling types; and

• Diversity of housing tenure – areas with a range of tenures, thereby accommodating renters
and prospective purchasers and owners.

In summary, the analysis indicates:

• Somerville/Tyabb/Baxter/Pearcedale, (Area 15) Mornington east (Area 8) and Mount Eliza
(Area 9) are the areas of limited housing opportunity, predominantly due to family types
forecast, the “spaghetti” pattern of streets and small lots, the low proportion of unoccupied
dwellings/vacant lots and the heritage and or “newness” of dwelling stock;

• Red Hill/Red Hill South/Merricks North/Main Ridge/Arthurs Seat and
Portsea/Sorrento/Blairgowrie also have housing constraints due to the level of servicing, high
house prices, lack of infrastructure and the predominance of home owners;

• The greatest opportunity for housing lies in the Hastings (Area 5) and Rosebud/Rosebud
West/McCrae/Boneo/Fingal/Cape Schanck (Area 13) area for different reasons;

• Area 15 (Pearcedale/Tyabb/Baxter/Pearcedale) demonstrates a high level of affordable
housing and diversity of housing tenure while Area 13 (Rosebud/Rosebud
West/McCrae/Boneo/Fingal/Cape Schanck) demonstrated a grid pattern street layout with
large lots that is more conducive to development opportunities and comprises of
demographics that at the end of the household life cycle spectrum (eg. Downsizing); and

• It is also important to note that whilst Area 15 also demonstrates demographic and structural
constraints to housing opportunities, whilst the access to services, affordability of housing
and the diversity of housing tenure all present opportunities.

These are explored in greater detail in the small area profiles for the Shire.
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5 HOUSING NEEDS
Trends in housing consumption patterns have continued to go through significant and rapid change.
As demographic and social changes continue to influence patterns of housing consumption, it
becomes more difficult to forecast the relationship between household type and dwelling type.  One
thing is almost certain, if the current relationship between dwelling type and household type is
assumed to hold for the future, any forecast is likely to be wrong.

While there is little research on this topic, in general, consumption of housing space has increased per
head of population.  Although recent trends have seen people trading off space for location, (with the
inner city apartment boom for example), overall more housing space per resident is being consumed.
For example, the growth in the home office sector is one of the fastest employment growth sectors in
the economy and is changing how dwelling space is utilised.

The concept of “meeting housing needs” assumes that needs can be measured and policies can be
developed to meet needs.  If needs are not met, then housing “gaps” are assumed to exist.  That is a
gap between demand for and supply of dwellings, or at least certain types of dwellings.  If these gaps
can be identified, what can a Council do to “fill the gap”?

This component of the Mornington Peninsula AAA Housing Policy focuses on housing needs issues
from the broad range of individuals and organisations with an interest in housing on the Peninsula.
While Chapters 2, 3 and 4 examined housing need quantitatively in terms of analysing a range of
social and housing indicators, this chapter provides a more in depth qualitative perspective.

5.1 MORNINGTON PENINSULA TRIPLE AAA HOUSING SUMMIT

The Triple AAA Housing Summit was held on the 22 November 2000.  Around 55 people attended the
summit.  The aims of the summit were:

• To bring together a range of people interested in housing on the Mornington Peninsula;

• To develop a picture of housing needs and issues on the Peninsula; and

• To establish a framework for the proposed Mornington Peninsula Housing Needs Study,
including possible policy directions.

The forum commenced with an overview of housing in context and a snapshot of population and
housing characteristics in Mornington Peninsula.  A range of housing needs were identified by
participants.  These included:

• Public Housing Crisis:

– Segmented waiting list and review, long wait turns, new construction of stock in some areas
of Peninsula;

– Chronic shortage of housing for single adults and single bedroom stock is rarely, if ever
available;

– Access to public housing money for housing is limited; and

– Lack of Crisis Accommodation.

• Private Rental;

– Bond, evictions, rent arrears, notices to vacate, tenants forced to sign up for leases they
cannot afford;
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– 43% of households in the Melbourne metropolitan area are living in unaffordable housing
based on the benchmark of 30% of income spent on rent expenditure;

– Need for more secure private rental; and

– Lack of private rental.

• Homelessness;

– Need for more public housing as few options are available on the Peninsula.

• Homeowners;

– Fastest growth on Peninsula;

– Community development versus critical in local areas; and

– Need for more affordable home ownership.

• Council role/Governance;

– Need for leadership at a local level;

– Lack of information about accommodation options;

– Linking housing to infrastructure, services etc; and

– Access to council owned properties.

From the above responses, 8 key themes concerning addressing housing needs emerged.  These
are:

Provision and resources
• Secure federal Funding for continued CSHA and public housing.

Research
• Investigate other complimentary housing options.

• Research impact of “migrating” housing needs and patterns and gentrification.

• Also, investigate a range of crisis housing models.

Integrated policy, planning and management
• Consider housing in broad context of community health and well being.

• Encourage the OoH to review public housing policy to be more flexible to growing and changing
needs.

Information provision
• Raise awareness of housing issues, information, services, tenant and landlord responsibility, etc.

Partnership and participation
• Shire to work in partnership with community and other Agencies to address housing and related

issues and participate in broader Forums to put housing on the political agenda.

Leadership and advocacy
• Develop opportunities for bringing together relevant issues and services, including a housing

umbrella group and a leadership role for Council in facilitation and lobbying for more public
housing and other accommodation options.
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• Develop and support opportunities for bringing together a range of housing players to discuss
issues and develop solutions at a local, state-wide and national level.  Council to play a leadership
role in facilitation and lobbying for more and better public housing and a range of other
accommodation options.

Choice and variety
• Encourage more variety in housing design, affordability and type, along all areas of the housing

continuum.

Housing and support
• Support and encourage programs that support older people and people with disabilities to stay in

their own home where the outcome enables quality of life for the individual.

5.2 HOUSING NEEDS SURVEY

A Housing Needs Survey undertaken as Part of two AAA Strategy was circulated to over 100
nominated individuals/groups from the Housing Database as nominated by Council.  Out of the 100
surveys, 32 were completed and returned to GHD.  See Appendix C for full results, a summary of
outcomes is as follows:

Survey Summary
• Majority of respondents (and their associated service) provide age care or accommodation

services;

• The types of accommodation include aged hostels, nursing homes and supported housing
(Generally accommodation for elderly citizens);

• Over half of the services covered the entire municipality;

• Majority of service users are over 50, are single and their income is between $5,000-$15,000;

• Over half of the respondents believe their service is effective at meeting the needs of the
community; and

• The majority of respondents believe housing need exists and is not being met on the Peninsula.

5.3 HOUSING FOCUS GROUPS

Of the 32 respondents to the housing need survey, 17 expressed an interest in being part of a focus
group to discuss housing issues, needs and opportunities in greater detail.  Three sessions were held
each in Hastings, Frankston and Rosebud.  A summary of discussions is as follows:

Key Issues in Mornington Peninsula
• General:

– Reactive approach to addressing housing needs, not proactive ie ‘after the event’;

– Costs associated with landlords and leases are too high;

– No available housing during summer (peak) periods. Access to available housing is only for
a six (6) month period from the end April to October and is private rentals;

– Huge shortage of affordable housing and accommodation that is specific to appropriate
needs – demand exceeds supply;
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– Not enough long term, transitional, crisis accommodation (crisis accommodation – non
existent);

– Temporary accommodation is not viable in long term (ie caravan park at $160/per week);

– Rent assistance does not make accommodation more affordable eg Western Port Lodge
vacancies available, but residents still need further financial assistance;

– Closure of facilities eg Pine Cottage (1 of 5 closed down in last 5 years);

– Public Housing being sold and not replaced – public housing never fills the gap;

– No method of prioritising to ensure locals can access appropriate housing and remain in the
area;

– Facilities offer a high level of care or a low level of care.  Assessment of the level of care is
needed, as there is nothing in between;

– Adequacy of assessment is questionable – assessment team needs to be educated;

– Lack of information on options available and alternatives;

– Crisis centres in Frankston are forwarding people further south – Rosebud overflow from
Frankston;

– Private rental crisis has escalated due to population growth and unmet demands elsewhere;

– Mobile population with people moving in and out of the area;

– Image and stereotypes associated with public housing and special needs accommodation
facilities; and

– High level of “transients” coming to the Peninsula from other parts of Melbourne seeking
assistance.

• Youth Housing Needs;

– Service provides for people up to 25 years;

– Request for housing/once per week essentially from local people; and

– Looking for long term accommodation - usually left home due to a conflict and often at school
still.

– Only option is through Fusion.

• Family Housing Needs;

– Families having difficulty finding housing – private rental;

– Access to cheap housing is limited eg accommodation for one night is $75;

– Long waiting lists – 6 months;

– Permanent employment positions limited; and

• Older pension Housing Needs SRS;

– Decrease in number of respite beds available eg Mt Eliza Terraces - 7 respite beds now only
1 bed;

– High number of phone calls from families seeking accommodation for parents;

– Long waiting lists eg Overport Road – 9 months;
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– Lack of hostel/nursing home beds – 3 weeks needed to provide bed;

– SRS not accepted as part of the mainstream health system;

– No funding - were 7-9000 unfunded beds but proved to be unsustainable;

– Lack of basic nursing staff - private beds shutting down because they can’t staff or resource
the facilities;

– Low maintenance people are being taken in; and

– Once the resident is placed it is very difficult to transfer or release / relocate them.

• Nursing Homes

– Long waiting list – 200;

– Previous round Commonwealth allocated low care beds only and didn’t allocate any high
care beds in the Mornington Peninsula area; and

– Short term beds in acute shortage – 2-5/day waiting.

Opportunities for Improvement
• Form a housing network – include Real Estate Agents;

• Option to place local people in local housing – prioritising;

• Replacement of public housing once sold;

• “Mornington Housing Fund”; and

• Rental assistance and other forms of assistance need to be explored.

Council Role In Housing
• Direct access to prioritising placement ie housing for locals initially;

• Lobbying state government to change public housing focus, image and mentality;

• Influence housing stock type and location;

• Provision of local community housing that is targeted to specific groups;

• Provision of low cost housing;

• Development of a retirement village policy and affordable housing policy;

• Real estate agents – potential for Council to develop a relationship with them?; and

• Council to play a part of determining the housing needs.

Key Policy Recommendations
• More crisis accommodation;

• 50/50 supported/unsupported crisis accommodation;

• matching supply and demand;

• Establish housing network (inc. real estate agent) – priority in worker time;

• Funding could include education (housing support workers);

• SRS – government support for existing (funded) – more affordable (certification);

• GPs informed of options for aged care and support;
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• Aged care facilities in area;

• Government ‘Consultation’ in decision making followed by action – with local providers;

• Meeting flexible housing standards;

• System to prioritise allocation of housing between locals and non locals;

• Public housing for the aged;

• Provision of statistics to address public housing misconceptions (poor image, stereotypes);

• Aged / Supported Residents – development of a range of pamphlets outlining options and
information on specific issues; and

• Awareness and Education of key groups ie Solicitors, families, GPs etc.

Examples of facilities:

• The Glen – high care/low care

– Brighton – 2 bedroom $375,000;

– Assisted care – SRS accommodation;

– Buton/ Health Fund; and

– Private/Public.

• Geelong

– Builders/architects – volunteer (%);

– Process of setting up funding through publishing sector;

– All contributing to employment;

– Good example for southern Peninsula; and

– Wheel chair taxi – run the service /for the whole peninsula.
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– 

5.4 SUMMARY OF HOUSING NEEDS ON THE PENINSULA

The following is a summary of the overall housing needs on the Peninsula with respect to particular
housing market segments. The housing needs of each small area are identified in greater detail in
section seven of this report.

ISSUE HOUSING NEEDS

GE
NE

RA
L

• Lack of secure, affordable
housing, that is of a basic standard
of quality

• Higher than average population
growth over the recent years

• In 1999, Mornington Peninsula
demonstrated the lowest average
pretaxable income of all regions in
Metropolitan Melbourne

• More low cost housing options to
be provided within the area

• Manage this growth to ensure that
housing supply can accommodate
current and future needs

• Much of the Mornington Peninsula
housing stock is fast becoming
inaccessible to the average
income earner on the Peninsula.
Increasing demand for more
affordable housing.

• No crisis accommodation or short
term accommodation on the
Peninsula to service immediate
needs

• Crisis accommodation urgently
required

• Transient population “fleeing” to
the Peninsula to escape

• Perception that caravan parks are
available and are cheap

• More information and awareness
of the housing profile of the
Peninsula through agencies and
information services

• Local residents need priority over
visitors to ensure local population
is catered for

• Housing stock on the Peninsula
predominantly comprises of
separate detached houses.

• Greater diversity in housing stock
that is keeping with the
neighbourhood character of each
small area

• The Peninsula demonstrates high
vacancy rates due to the “holiday”
nature of the southern, south-
western sections of the
municipality.

• The high vacancy rates
demonstrates the limited
availability of housing stock within
particular parts of the Shire –
further exacerbating issues of
access to housing and its
availability – due to the strong
holiday nature of a large part of
the Shire.
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• The rate of increase in rental
prices, and rising number of
residents seeking rent assistance
demonstrates the current financial
challenges faced by residents
“keeping up” with market forces.

• Growing need for additional
financial support to be able to
meet market demands

• Public housing stock supply in the
Shire is limited to predominantly 2
and 3 bedroom accommodation.
Lack of 1, 4 and 4+ bedrooms are
provided.

• Need for public housing stock that
provides for lone person
households (older or younger
people) and families/groups.

• Lack of suitable accommodation
for young people

• More one bedroom
accommodation within the private
and public sector

• Long term accommodation
required to sort through broader
issues

YO
UN

GE
R 

PE
OP

LE

• Youth housing issues are also
related to a number of other family
issues eg. Domestic violence,
drugs etc.

• Supported housing for youth
required to assist in addressing
issues in a holistic manner.

• The 2011 forecast age structure is
projected to be older than the
MSD average with the most
significant population increase
forces in those aged between 50
and 64 years

• Housing supply will need to reflect
this projected growth over time,
providing a mix of dwelling types.

• Lack of information/knowledge of
housing options for elderly by their
children/families;

• An integrated approach to
information is needed to inform the
community of elderly housing and
care options and eligibility.

OL
DE

R 
PE

OP
LE

• Long waiting lists for existing
nursing homes in the area for both
low care and high care beds;

• More nursing homes  and hostels
are required on the Peninsula to
service the growing need within
the area. The need is for more
nursing homes beds that are
located within close proximity to
services and facilities and include
a range of health and related
support services as part of the
development.
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• There are no pension only SRS
beds. Those available are
provided at a cost due to the lack
of funding.

• Whilst SRS beds are available on
the Peninsula they are not
accessible to people on low
incomes. More affordable beds are
required.

• Those ineligible for high care or
low care beds are required t use
community based facilities, which
are considered inadequate.

• Housing needs that fall between
the gaps of this assessment are
not addressed. More alternatives
for care need to be facilitated.

• Funding allocation for high care
beds focussed on the inner areas
of Melbourne

• Need to demonstrate that there
are current needs for high care
beds and that forecasts indicate a
great demand for these beds on
the Peninsula.

• Lack of basic nursing home staff • Need for qualified skilled staff to
work on the Peninsula.

• Growing number of applications
for a range of older person
accommodation to be developed
within the Shire

• Whilst this will assist in plugging
the existing and forecast housing
needs for this sector of the
community. The minimum
quality, cost, location and
number of these developments
need to be managed to ensure
the appropriate outcomes for the
community.

• Lack of 1 and 2 bedroom public
and private housing stock

• Encourage the Office of Housing
and  developers to provide for one
and two bedroom dwellings

LO
NE

 P
ER

SO
N

HO
US

EH
OL

DS
FA

MI
LI

ES
 W

IT
H 

DE
PE

ND
EN

T
CH

IL
DR

EN

• Lack of permanent employment
positions, and those available are
generally low pay positions –
casual/part time. This raises
issues with regard to the security
of tenure for families in particular.

• Lack of crisis assistance. Short
term stays are limited to
Mornington or Frankston

• Impact on a households ability to
pay for housing and need for
financial assistance.

• Need for long terms stays, support
and exit points within the area that
cater for families.
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• Access to private rental is difficult
from an affordability and
appropriateness point of view.

• Public housing waiting lists for
accommodation for families are
growing

• Low cost rent options required.

• Lack of housing that is appropriate
for people with disabilities.

• Growing need for more
appropriate housing that also
provides for support services.

PE
OP

LE
 W

IT
H 

DI
SA

BI
LI

TI
ES

• The appropriate level of access to
housing eg. two storey
developments is not available to
people with disabilities

• To ensure that new development,
particularly medium to high density
developments are required to
provide an appropriate level of
access

• Limited indigenous specific public
housing is available on the
Peninsula.

• To ensure that additional
indigenous specific housing is
providing within the Shire, within
the small area that is most suitable

• Current overcrowding in existing
housing.

• Consultation with the community is
needed to determine particular
housing needs when considering
the housing of extended families.

IN
DI

GE
NO

US

• Access to housing, particularly in
the private rental market is difficult
as preference is given to double
income non indigenous families.

• Whilst not a significant proportion
of the population, the housing
needs need to catered for by both
the public and private housing
markets.

SI
NG

LE
 P

AR
EN

TS • Single parent s appear to have
greater difficult in accessing
affordable housing on the
Peninsula. Preference is given to
double income households

• Single parent families are a
growing household type on the
Peninsula. Access to affordable
housing needs to be provided for.
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5.5 OTHER HOUSING NEEDS ISSUES

Homelessness
Whilst homelessness is not a key focus of this study, the inability to access or maintain affordable
housing is a major cause and symptom of homelessness.

The Victorian Council to Homeless Persons, 1998 defines a homeless person as someone who is
”without a conventional home and lacks the economic and social supports that a home normally
affords. He or she is often cut off from the support of relatives and friends, has few independent
resources and often has immediate means and, in some cases, little prospect of self-support.” This
has been the definition adopted by the Victorian Homelessness Strategy and therefore adopted as the
definition for the purposes of this study.

Homelessness in Victoria (July 2000), prepared for the Victorian Homelessness Strategy estimated a
total of 254 homeless persons on the Peninsula, estimating a rate of homelessness of 23 persons per
10,000 of population. This is comparatively lower than the 28 persons per 10,000 of population
estimated for suburban Melbourne as a whole, and significantly lower than the 173 persons per
10,000 rate for Inner Melbourne.

The findings of this study also indicate that the majority of  homeless persons on the Peninsula are
defined as being of secondary homelessness  people who move frequently from one form of
temporary housing to another including; people using  various types  of emergency accommodation. It
is also include people residing temporarily with other households because they have no
accommodation of their own.  Only 11 of the total homeless on the Peninsula are considered to be in
a state of primary homelessness that is without conventional accommodation.
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6 HOUSING NEEDS INDICATORS
The project brief for the Triple AAA Housing Policy for Mornington Peninsula Shire requires the
definition and measurements of the following housing indicators:

• Affordable;

• Appropriate; and

• Available.

6.1 AFFORDABLE

There are a wide range of ways that affordability can be measured. The definition for “affordable
housing” adopted by the Ministerial Advisory Committee on Homelessness (2001) measures
affordability as houses that cost 25 per cent of the total household income. A housing affordability
benchmark proposed by the National Housing Strategy (NHS) suggests that low income households
are only to spend 30% of their gross income on home purchase costs before they experience ”housing
stress”. For long term, low income renter meanwhile, the benchmark used by the NHS is 25% of gross
income to rental costs.  This is an example of an affordability measure based on a fixed proportion of
income, but does not identify the cost of housing that is of an acceptable standard, nor the income left
after paying for housing costs.

The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) developed a sliding scale of affordability
whereby:

“….households with a net income below a low income cut off are said to have housing needs
if their housing costs are above those considered affordable using a sliding affordability
percentage scale and/or they live in an inadequate dwelling.”

A more recent paper on housing Affordability prepared by Terry Burke outlined that at the broadest
and simplest level affordability is impacted upon by changes in income, changes in cost of housing
and changes in stock – but with multiple explanations in each.

For the purposes of this report “Affordability” refers to the proportion of income spent on housing
costs.

6.2 APPROPRIATE

The suitability of dwelling size, physical condition of the dwelling; security of tenure and its location all
contribute to how ‘suitable’ a house may be to meet particular needs.

“Appropriate housing which is suitable to meet the needs of residents in terms of housing
form, location, and access to jobs and services, having regard to household size, stage in
lifecycle, prevailing community standards and the need to create vital sustainable.”10

                                                          
10 Local Government Housing Information Kit , (June 1996) Office of Housing Policy, Department of
Urban Affairs and Planning , pg 19
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There is no single way of measuring the appropriateness of housing but various elements of
appropriate housing may be considered.

• Housing form/size;

Does the dwelling house match that of the dwelling types that have emerged and are forecast for
Mornington Peninsula?

• Housing location;

Housing located in areas that have access to public transport, shops, services and facilities?

What is the criteria to measure these?

Primary and secondary level criteria were developed as part of the draft Medium Density Housing
Strategy for the City of Whittlesea whilst these criteria may be specific to medium density housing,
it can be considered as a useful starting point for AAA housing on the Peninsula.

– Primary Criteria

Criteria that should be the key drivers in determining the potential location of AAA housing in
Mornington Peninsula.  Primary Criteria include:

• Proximity to commercial centres;

• 400 meters of a Large Neighbourhood Centre; and

• 500 meters of a Regional Centre.

• Proximity to public transport services; and

• 200 meters of a bus route;

• 400 meters of a train station;

• 200 metres of a tram line.

• And existing urban character that can “carry/withstand” AAA housing development; and

• An identified housing need.

– Secondary Criteria

• Criteria that should also be secondary drivers in guiding the potential location of AAA
housing Mornington Peninsula.

• 220 metres of a recreation space;

• 400 metres of a tertiary education;

• 200 metres of a primary road; 100 metres of a primary road;

• 100 metres of a secondary road;

• 400 metres of a sports, leisure and/or cultural centre; and

• 100 metres of designated bike/walking paths.
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• Security of tenure

Owners or purchasers of dwellings are considered to have greater security of tenure than households
living in rented dwellings do.

• Housing conditions

Heating, cooling, plumbing and electricity facilities are basic amenities that determine the physical
adequacy of a dwelling.  The economic efficiency of these services are also key factors in determining
whether a house is in fact affordable and available eg. excessive electricity costs to heat home.

No national housing standards at National or State Level. (see NHS)

• Design

– Household type, design for disability (suitable design)

• Energy Rating (sustainability)

For the purposes of this report “appropriateness” refers to dwelling form/size, condition and location
and security of tenure.

6.3 AVAILABLE

The inability of households to obtain appropriate housing due to discrimination, cost, or lack of
available housing.

Eligibility for bank loans, real estate agent approvals or housing officer approval all determine access
to private or public rental housing.

The availability of housing can also be impacted upon by its appropriateness as identified in 6.2 and
affordability in 6.1.

For the purposes of this study “availability” refers to the ability of a household to obtain housing that is
both affordable and appropriate to their needs.

6.4 MEASURING HOUSING NEEDS INDICATORS

A quantitative measure of housing need on the Mornington Peninsula is beyond the scope of this
report, and would require household and further qualitative research across a range of households on
the Mornington Peninsula waiting list.  However, given the results of the quantitative and qualitative
research conducted as part of this study, it is possible to comment on aspects of housing need
pertaining to Mornington Peninsula.

Housing Affordability in Mornington Peninsula
A review of 1996 census data for Mornington Peninsula indicated that just under 16 per cent of
households spend more than 25% of their income on loan repayments and 6.7 per cent spend more
than 25 % of their income on rental. A slightly lower proportion of the Shire’s households spend more
than 25% on their loan repayments as compared with the MSD.
The greatest proportion of households spending more than 25% of their income on loan repayments is
in Portsea/Sorrento/Blairgowrie. The greatest proportion of households spending more than 25% of
their income on rent is in Mt Eliza (10% of households) and Rye/Tootgarook/St Andrews Beach
(10.8% of households.). It is important to note that these figure do not include extra households costs
associated with transport (particularly in some areas that are physically isolated), Southern Peninsula
phone, gas and septic.
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The proportion of income spent on housing loans/rentals is outlined in great detail in Appendix D.

Appropriate and Available Housing in Mornington Peninsula
The public and private housing stock predominantly comprises of 3 bedroom detached dwellings.  A
shortfall of 1 and 2 bedroom dwellings exists to meet the rising number of single young person and
single older person households, assuming that there is a correlation between household size and
floorspace demand.

Evidence compiled from focus group discussions indicates that “some” rental properties in Mornington
Peninsula are not of a high standard, particularly those built primarily as summer holiday homes.
These properties lack essentials such as heating or any insulation.  Repairs on homes have been
neglected for long periods partly due to the “perceived” lack of concern on the part of the landlords
and/or due to tenants concerns that if complaints are made they will be asked to leave.

The suitability of location and access to shops, employment, services, and facilities used by
households is a key aspect of housing appropriateness and availability.

A detailed review of the 15 small areas with respect the key indicators identified in 7.4.2 would be
required to determine suitable areas that are considered “appropriate” and may need to be explored in
further detail following this study.
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7 SMALL AREA HOUSING MARKET PROFILE
The following is a breakdown of the Mornington Peninsula Shire by small areas.  A Community
Snapshot and Housing Market Snapshot is provided for each of the 15 small areas.

A table summarising the small areas is in Appendix E.  The Small Area Profile Plan provides an
overview of key indicators across the shire for each small area.

7.1 AREA 1: BALNARRING/BALNARRING BEACH/MERRICKS/MERRICKS BEACH/SOMERS

Community Snapshot
This area has a current population of 4,018, which has risen compared to the population of 3,537 in
1996.  The population of this area is expected to rise slowly to 4,170 by 2011.  Population stability is
forecast due to the limited access that the area has to major employment areas.

The average household size is 2.59 persons, with the predominant households being young families
and empty nesters.  While population is expected to rise slowly and stabilise, the average household
size is anticipated to fall to 2.36 persons per household by 2011.  This change is based on an
assumption that significant aging in place will occur and retirees will be generally attracted to take up
permanent occupation of holiday houses

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

4,018 4,170 152 0

Housing Market Snapshot
The percentage of the housing stock, which are single dwellings, is considerably high at 95.3 %.
Vacancy rates for 1996 were at 46.7 %, while the median house price has risen from $116,000 in
1995 to $129,500 in 1999.

This area comprises of limited housing options. There is only one caravan park in the area and public
housing is minimal. Housing prices during April to March of this year indicated a sales average price of
approximately $174, 000, which has increased from that of the median house price for 2000. Whilst
this is the case, housing in this area is generally quite affordable.

Future Residential Development
There are no lots at present that have Greenfield potential.  This area has no major development sites
and as outlined in Table 7.1, doesn’t present many opportunities for housing with respect to each of
the indicators listed but rather is particularly constrained by its poor access to services, transport and
employment. On this basis it is expected to develop slowly.
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Table 7.1 : Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 1

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure

Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 1:
Balnarring/Balnarring Beach/Merricks Beach/Somers include;

• The need for greater diversity in housing stock provided within the area to cater for the
increasing diversity in household types within the area – the greater proportion of single parent
and mature families and older lone person households;

• Limited access to services and facilities is a key deterrent to new development within the area,
as such new development should be restricted to infill development to minimise impacts on the
rural and coastal character of the area; and

• Whilst the quality of the existing housing stock is sound, the standard of the dwellings will need
to be monitored over time as the existing structure age, particularly given little redevelopment of
the area is forecast.
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7.2 AREA 2: BITTERN/CRIB POINT

Community Snapshot
The population for this area has risen from 5,099 in 1996 to 5,562 in 2001 and predominantly
comprises of young families with significant numbers of 0-19 year olds.  The population is expected to
experience a small amount of growth to 5, 932 by 2011.  The average household size is expected to
fall from 3.02 in 1996 to 2.69 by 2011 as young families evolve into mature families.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

5,562 5,932 370 365

Housing Market Snapshot
Housing prices have experienced a small increase since 1996, for example:

Median House Price

Area 1995 1999

Bittern $89,500 $110,000

Crib Point $73,000 $80,750

Whilst there has been an increase in the house prices in the area, housing is comparatively more
affordable within the Shire. The April – March 2001 property sales for Bittern and Safety Beach
indicate significant increase in property values; Bittern $157,465 average house price, Crib Point
$110,000 average house price.  The percentage of separate dwellings is 94.2 %, while vacancy rates
for 1996 were quite low at 5.8 %.

Two and three bedroom public housing is provided within this area, however there is a minimum wait
for such housing to become available of approximately 3 to 6 months early housing applications up to
ten years for wait turn applications.

Homes for older persons are also located within this area.

Future Residential Development
This area is expected to experience a small amount of population growth driven primarily by the
development of the Kinfauns estate in Bittern.  This estate has a range of lot sizes from 4,000 to
8,000m2 and generally attracts a 2nd and 3rd homebuyer market.  A relatively low level of overall
demand is expected within the area with only 365 lots of Greenfield potential.  The following table
summarises the future housing development opportunities of Area 2. On the basis of the indicators
used, the area presents a generally low opportunity for additional housing due to the current
demographic profile, low vacancy rates, poor access to services and facilities and the predominance
of single detached dwellings. Large lots and generally affordable housing will however make this area
attractive to some younger families.
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Table 7.2 : Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 2

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure

Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 2: Bittern/Crib
Point include;

• The population change over 1991 to 1996 indicates a general aging of the community with a
greater proportion of the population aged over 35 years. This being said, the numbers of those in
these age groups as compared to other parts of the Shire are comparatively less and do not
suggest the need for more older person housing given that such housing has already been
provided within the area;

• The housing within area 2 is generally quite affordable, however this area demonstrates the
highest proportion of people paying more that 25% of their income on housing  (rent/mortgage)
in 1999; and

• Whilst the area demonstrates a greater range of housing forms as compared to other areas on
the Peninsula, opportunities exist to continue this diversity by encouraging medium density and 1
and 2 bedroom developments within existing areas, having regard to the local character of the
area.
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7.3 AREA 3: DROMANA/SAFETY BEACH

Community Snapshot
This area has a rising population, with growth from 5,586 in 1996 to 6,850 at present.  Population
growth is expected to continue to 7,755 by 2011.  This growth is anticipated as a result of the Martha
Cove canal estate at Safety Beach.  The average household size in 1996 was 2.22, which is expected
to fall to 1.96 by 2011.  The predominant households are lone persons (old) and empty nesters. It is
forecast that the flat age structure with a broad range of age groups that characterises the existing
population is to continue to 2011.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

6,850 7,755 905 820

Housing Market Snapshot
Median Housing prices have risen since 1995, but still remain relatively affordable.  For example:

Median House Price

Area 1995 1999

Dromana $90 000 $108 500

Safety Beach $105 000 $135 500

The April to March 2001 average house prices demonstrate a further increase in house prices
particularly in Dromana $182,000 average house price and to a lesser extent Safety Beach $184,000.
The percentage of separate dwellings is 88.3 % at present, while vacancy rates since 1996 are at 50.9
%.

Two, three and four bedroom public housing properties are provided within Dromana and Safety
Beach (no 4 bedroom dwellings). Caravan /tourist parks, and older person accommodation is also
provided within this area. Access to these properties is increasingly becoming difficult due to the
increasing private rents, and tourist demands within the area.

Future Residential Development
Future residential development in this area is primarily focussed on the development of the Martha
Cove Canal estate in Safety Beach. There are 860 potential Greenfield lots This area will also attract
retirees taking up permanent occupation of holiday houses in addition to the aging of the existing
population. The relatively affordable housing may attract some younger families.  As outlined in Table
7.3 this area presents no constraints to future housing development, all indicators present medium to
high opportunities for housing.
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Table  7.3 : Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 3

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure

Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 3:
Dromana/Safety Beach;

• There is a need to provide financial incentives to caravan park and tourist accommodation
owners/operators to provide packages for long term accommodation on site; and

• Greater infill housing development that provides for smaller housing stock – 1 or 2 bedroom to
provide an alternative for those aging in place.
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7.4 AREA 4: FLINDERS/SHOREHAM/POINT LEO

Community Snapshot
Population has risen from 1,524 in 1996 to 1,649 at present.  The population for this area is expected
to stabilise or experience a small amount of growth due to the limited access the area has to major
employment areas.  The population may reach 1,845 by 2011.  The predominant households are
young families and empty nesters (retirees). The forecast change is for greater older adults and
retirees within the area.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

1,649 1,845 196 0

Housing Market Snapshot
Flinders/Shoreham/Point Leo contains some of the most expensive real estate in the Shire with
median housing prices rising from $187,750 in 1995 to $230,000 in 1999. According to residential
property sales recorded April – March 2001 these prices have further escalated with the following
average house prices recorded; Flinders - $430,000, Shoreham $310,000 and Point Leo $380,000.

The percentage of separate dwellings in this area is 95.5 %, while vacancy rates in 1996 were 55.4 %
due to the high number of holiday homes.

A couple of caravan parks and a nursing home is located within this area but these alternative options
are also very expensive contributing further to the issues of affordable housing within the area. Very
few residents receive rent assistance and no public housing is provided within the area.

Future Residential Development
The areas relative isolation from major employment and retail areas will result in slow population
growth during the 10 year policy period. This low population growth is also evident in a review of
housing opportunities in the area based on a range of indicators. Limited access to services, transport
and employment, the predominance of single detached dwellings, the comparatively higher cost in
housing and the predominance of owner/ purchasers within the area limits the level of housing
development that may occur.

Table 7.4 : Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 4

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure
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Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 4:
Flinders/Shoreham/Point Leo include;

• It is important to understand that this particular housing market provides for a distinct element of
the community, which can afford to live in the area. More affordable housing forms need to be
explored in the area to provide some diversity.

• Greater infill housing development that provides for smaller housing stock – 1 or 2 bedroom to
provide an alternative for those aging in place ( empty nesters)
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7.5 AREA 5: HASTINGS

Community Snapshot
This area has developed slowly over the last ten years due to a limited number of local jobs being
available.  The population for this area has experienced minimal change since 1996, with the
population increasing slightly form 6,288 to 6,307 at present.  However the area is expected to
experience a relatively large population growth based on the development of zoned residential land to
the west of Hastings township.

The average household size was 2.69 in 1996 and is expected to fall to 2.21 by 2011.  The
predominant households are young families or single parent families, which together comprise over a
third of households in the area.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

6,307 7,112 805 1,924

Housing Market Snapshot
The area traditionally attracts 1st homebuyers and has the lowest house prices in the Shire.  In 1995
the median housing price was $70,200 and has risen to $79,000 in 1999.  April to March 2001
Residential property sales again indicate a further increase in house prices in Hastings, increasing to
the average house price of $100,000. it is interesting to note that whilst this area maintains relatively
affordable housing to purchase, housing rents (private) are comparatively high particularly for 2
bedroom housing stock.

Separate dwelling consist of 76.8 % of the housing stock and the vacancy rate in 1996 was 8.8 %.
There are 1,924 lots with Greenfield potential within this area.

Community housing is provided within the area in the form of nursing homes, hostels and caravan
parks. A range of public housing stock is also provided within this area.

Future Residential Development
Future residential development is expected to occur by attracting younger families to more affordable
housing that is to be developed over the next 10 years to the rest of Hastings. As indicated in Table
4.5 the opportunity for development in the area is great due to the general affordability of the area,
servicing and diversity in housing tenure.
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Table 4.5 : Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 5

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure

Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 5: Hastings
include the need for greater diversity in the number and type of housing stock, particularly centred
around the main centre of town to accommodate the range of households and age groups within the
area.
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7.6 AREA 7: MORNINGTON EAST

Community Snapshot
The population of this area has continued to rise from 5,754 in 1996 to 9,377 in 2001.  The population
is expected to rise further to 13,407 by 2011, due to the area’s prominent access to employment in
Melbourne’s south east.  The prominent household types are generally young families, which has
grown proportionally from 1991 to 1996. The proportion of those aged 65 years and over has
increased during this 5 year period. The average household size is expected to decrease from 2.72
person in 1996 to 2.58 persons in 2011.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

9,377 13,407 4,030 2,015

Housing Market Snapshot
This is the major broadhectare development area in the Shire and attracts young family households
from 1st to 3rd homebuyers.  Estates include Benton Grange, Century Park, Lavender Grove,
Summerfields and The Manor.  Strong demand for this area can be expected to continue due to the
limited stocks of greenfield land supply in the Shire and access to employment.  Vacancy rates are
low at 7.3 %.

The housing stock is generally of relatively expensive construction, typical of fringe area development.
Older person accommodation is provided within the area together with a range of public housing
stock.

Future Residential Development
As outlined in Table 4.7, there are significant opportunities for development in this area based on a
broad assessment of a range of indicators. This area is expected to experience the highest population
increase of any area in the Shire over the net 10 years due to large stocks of zoned land still
remaining.

It is forecast that the area will attract young and mature families typical of a fringe suburb.

Table  4.7 : Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 7

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure
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Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 7: Mornington
East include the need to ensure that the diversity of housing stock is encouraged in new
developments so as to accommodate a range of household types.
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7.7 AREA 8: MORNINGTON/MOOROODUC/TUERONG

Community Snapshot
The area is characterised by permanent residents and has relatively good access to employment
areas in Melbourne’s south east.  The population has risen from 12,642 in 1996 to 14,281 at present
and is expected to rise to 15,212 by 2011.  The predominant households range from lone persons
(old) to young families. The greatest growth in age groups between 1991 and 1996 occurred in the 45
to 64 year olds and 65 plus age group.  The average household size is expected to drop from 2.38 in
1996 to 2.12 by 2011.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

14,281 15,212 931 0

Housing Market Snapshot
The median housing prices have increased from $118,000 in 1995 to $143,500 in 1999. According to
the residential property sales April 2000 to March 2001 the average sale price for residential
properties in Mornington (which would include Mornington East) was $192, 000.  74.4 % of housing
stock is separate dwellings and the vacancy rate is 13.3 %.  There are no lots of Greenfield potential.

Future Residential Development
This area contains a range of housing markets and opportunities for further development are limited.
However based on the range of indicators listed in Table 4.8, opportunities for development are quite
good for infill type development particularly with regard to access to services and facilities.

Table 4.8: Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 8

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure

Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 7: Mornington
East include;

• The need to ensure that the diversity of housing stock is encouraged in new developments so as
to accommodate a range of household types; and
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• Opportunities exist to develop sites for the purposes of older person accommodation due to the
proximity to existing services and facilities and the growing older population.
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7.8 AREA 9: MOUNT ELIZA

Community Snapshot
This area is expected to have a relatively stable population over the next ten years.  The population
has risen from 15,410 in 1996 to 16,705 in 2001, while the population should rise to 17,258 by 2011.
The area is characterised by permanent residents, predominantly young families and emerging empty
nesters, and has relatively good access to employment areas in Melbourne’s south east. The average
household size is anticipated to fall from 2.8 in 1996 to 2.6 by 2011.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

16,705 17,258 554 93

Housing Market Snapshot
This area has relatively high demand for housing, however opportunities for further development are
limited.  The number of potential Greenfield lots are limited to 93.  The median housing price for 1995
was $180,000, which increased to $240,000 by 1999. Residential property sale figure from April 2000
to March 2001 indicate an average house price of $311,000, a considerable increase from the 1999
figures.  The vacancy rate in 1996 was 9.9 % and 90.2 % of dwelling stock is separate.

A range of public housing stock is provided within the area as well as older person accommodation.
Access to such housing is limited by long waiting lists and affordability

Future Residential Development
As indicated in Table 4.9, there is a mixed level of opportunity for housing development based on the
range of indicators provided.

Relatively small population increase mainly as a result of the development of tenant stocks of zoned
undeveloped land is anticipated.  The stock targets mature families.

The area is expected to experience relatively significant population increase over the 10 year period
as a result of  the redevelopment potential and demand for the area.

It is forecast that this area will generally attract a range of housing markets to a range of household
types.
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Table 4.9: Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 9

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure

Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 9: Mount Eliza
include;

• There is a need for diversity in housing stock to provide for the range of age groups and
household types residing in the area; and

• The increasing property prices within the area will begin to squeeze out current residents that
may rely on rent assistance or are on a low household income. There is a need to provide for
some affordable housing stock within the area.
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7.9 AREA 10: MOUNT MARTHA

Community Snapshot
The population for this area has increased from 6,954 in 1996 to 7,955 at present.  The population is
expected to increase over the next ten years to 8,723 by 2011 due to the high demand for housing
and the relatively good access to employment in Melbourne’s south east.  The predominant
households are young families and empty nesters with the projected household characteristics being
mature families, middle aged adults and empty nesters.  The average housing size is expected to fall
from 2.61 in 1996 to 2.13 by 2011.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

7,955 8,723 768 457

Housing Market Snapshot
This area has relatively high demand for housing, with opportunities for further development including
the Headland Waters estate, which is nearing completion.  The median housing price in 1995 was
$140,000, which rose to $180,000 in 1999. The April 2000 to March 2001 average house price was
approximately $260,000 a significant rise from the previous years. The percentage of separate
dwellings is 93.4 %, with vacancy rates in 1996 at 32.3 %.  There are 457 lots with Greenfield lot
potential.

Limited  public housing stock is available within the area and only one other older persons housing
development.  Private rentals are comparatively higher in this area.

Future Residential Development
As indicated in Figure 4.10 the opportunities for residential development are limited. The relatively
small population growth forecast over the next 10 years is a result of          stocks of zoned
undeveloped land.  This area will attract a range of housing markets from retirees taking up
permanent occupation of holiday houses to young and mature families attracted to new residential
developments.

Table 4.10 : Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 10

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure
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Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 10: Mount
Martha include there is a need for more affordable housing within the area to cater for the growing
number of young families.  The projected household characteristics highlight a future need for smaller
housing to accommodate the down sizing of households within the area.
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7.10 AREA 11: PORTSEA/SORRENTO/BLAIRGOWRIE

Community Snapshot
Population for this area is expected to be relatively stable over the next ten years, with a slight
increase from 4,002 in 1996 to 4,870 in 2001.  Population is forecast to rise to 5,119 by 2011.  The
average household size is anticipated to fall from 2.13 in 1996 to 1.98 by 2011.  The predominant
households are lone persons (old) and empty nesters.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

4,870 5,119 249 132

Housing Market Snapshot
This area is characterised by holiday dwellings and includes the most expensive housing in the Shire.
The median housing prices have increased significantly since 1995, including:

• 1995 MHP (Portsea): $300,000

1999 MHP (Portsea): $429,500

• 1995 MHP (Sorrento):  $150,000

1999 MHP (Sorrento): $243,500

• 1995 MHP (Blairgowrie):  $95,000

1999 MHP (Blairgowrie): $140,000

In April 2000 to March 2001 the average house prices for all three suburbs increased considerably;
Portsea $725,000, Sorrento $415,000, Blairgowrie $210,000.

The percentage of separate dwellings is 91.8% and the 1996 vacancy rate is 72.4%.

A number of caravan parks and tourist accommodation together with a nursing home is proved within
the area but as with property prices, the cost of accessing these alternative forms of accommodation
restricts access to a small portion of the community. The seasonal nature of the area and its popularity
as a holiday destination impacts significantly on development potential.

Future Residential Development
As outlined in Table 4.11 this area presents a mixed level of opportunity for additional housing
development. The changing demographic profile and high proportion of unoccupied dwellings and
vacant lots present significant opportunities whilst land services and house prices are a significant
deterrent. Some greenfield development and conversion of holiday houses to permanent occupancy is
expected.
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Table 4.11 : Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 11

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure

Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 11:
Portsea/Sorrento/Blairgowrie include;

• This area contains some of the most expensive real estate in Australia and as such largely limits
access to this area to those on extremely high incomes;

• The need for more affordable housing stock; and

• An opportunity exists from additional older person accommodation within the area however these
would provide for the much higher end of the market.
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7.11 AREA 12: RED HILL/RED HILL SOUTH/MERRICKS NORTH/MAIN RIDGE/ARTHURS SEAT

Community Snapshot
Population stability is forecast for this area due to the limited access the area has to major
employment areas and the environmental protection affecting much of this area.  The population has
increased from 2,402 in 1996 to 2,743 at present.  Slow population growth is expected to 3,137 by
2011.  The average housing size is expected to remain steady, while the predominant households
consist of young families and empty nesters. The age profile reflects the predominant household
structure as this area contains the greatest proportion of 45-64 year olds of all the areas on the
Peninsula.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

2,743 3,137 393 0

Housing Market Snapshot
This area has some of the most expensive homes in the Shire.  The median housing prices in 1999
was $135,000. As with other parts of the Shire, the area has increased to an average property price of
$270,000 from the April 2000 to March 2001 year.  This area has no major development sites and is
expected to develop slowly. Separate dwellings consist of 94.6 % of the housing stock and vacancy
rates are at 55.4 %.  There are no lots with Greenfield potential. Most of the housing stock is on large
allotments in a predominantly agricultural and viticultural area.
No public rental or alternative housing stock is provided within the area.

Future Residential Snapshot
As outlined in Table 4.12 housing opportunities within the area are generally limited. Population
growth forecast over the next 10 years resulting is primarily from permanent occupation of dwellings
rather than future development.

Table 4.12: Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 12

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure

Housing Needs
There are no housing needs specific to this area . Refer to general housing needs discussion in
section 5.4.
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7.12 AREA 13: ROSEBUD/ROSEBUD WEST/MCCRAE/BONEO/FINGAL/CAPE SCHANCK

Community Snapshot
The population of this area has risen from 15,813 in 1996 to 18,003 at present.

The projected population figures anticipate the population to reach 18,480 by 2011.

The average household size is expected to fall from 2.21 in 1996 to 1.9 by 2011.

The predominant households are lone persons (old) and young families.  At 1996 this area
demonstrated the heist proportion of residents aged over 65 years.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

18,003 18,480 476 1,041

Housing Market Snapshot
This area has a range of housing markets ranging from relatively affordable holiday houses in
Rosebud to resort style accommodation in Cape Schanck. Over a third of houses were holiday homes
in 1996.

The median housing price has increased since 1995, for example:

• 1995 MHP (Rosebud): $80,000

1999 MHP (Rosebud): $99,800
• 1995 MHP (Rosebud West):  $72,250

1999 MHP (Rosebud West): $95,000
• 1995 MHP (McCrae):  $96,500

1999 MHP (McCrae): $137,000
In 2000 (April 2000 to March 2001) the average house prices increased to Rosebud -$135,000,
Rosebud West $137,000 and McCrae $178,000. Separate dwellings account for 86.7% of the housing
stock, while the 1996 vacancy rate was 35.7 %.  There are 1,014 lots with Greenfield potential.

This area provides for a range of accommodation options include caravan and tourist accommodation,
hostel and older person accommodation options. Public rental housing stock is also available but this
is predominantly 2 and 3 bedroom housing stock.

Future Residential Development
As outlined in Table 4.13 there is some opportunity for housing development, mainly driven by the
urban form of the area and the demographics. The area is expected to experience a relatively small
population increase over the next ten years as a result of the development of the Peninsula Gardens
estate at Rosebud and the limited takeup of holiday houses in the area for permanent occupation.
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Table 4.13 : Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 13

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure

Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 13:
Rosebud/Rosebud West/McCrae/Boneo/Cape Schanck/ Fingal include;

• Maintain a range of housing options with the area;

• Additional housing for older persons is essentially as this area contains the highest number of
people aged 65 years or older (over 4,600 in 1996); and

• Access to short term, emergency accommodation is limited to the seasonal nature of much of
the accommodation.
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7.13 AREA 14: RYE/TOOTGAROOK/ST ANDREWS BEACH

Community Snapshot
This area has experience some population growth from 9,913 in 1996 to 11,322 at present.  Further
growth is expected at 12,468 by 2011, based primarily on the take-up of holiday houses in the area for
permanent occupation.  These occupants are likely to be retirees due to the area’s relative isolation
from major employment areas.  The predominant current household type is young families and lone
persons (old).  The average housing size is anticipated to remain relatively steady.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

11,322 12,468 1,146 12

Housing Market Snapshot
This area is largely characterised by holiday housing with a low proportion of permanent
accommodation.

The median housing price has risen since 1995, for example:

• 1995 MHP (Rye): $80,000

1999 MHP (Rye): $103,750

• 1995 MHP (Tootgarook):  $69,750

1999 MHP (Tootgarook): $86,000

For the period from April 2000 to March 2001 the average house prices increased to $121,000 in
Tootgarook and $150,000 for Rye. The percentage of separate dwellings in the area is 91.6 %, while
vacancy rates in 1996 were 57.9 %.  There are 12 lots with estimated Greenfield potential.

Two caravan parks and supported residential services are provided within the area.

Future Residential Development
Little development is forecast due to various factors  as outlined in the Table 4.14 below  however,
the area is expected to increase in population over the next ten years as a result of retirees taking up
permanent occupation of holiday homes.
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Table 4.14 : Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 14

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure

Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 14:
Rye/Tootgarook/St Andrews Beach include; that there is a need to provide for the growing number of
old lone person households, young families and empty nesters.
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7.14 AREA 15: SOMERVILLE/TYABB/BAXTER/PEARCEDALE

Community Snapshot
The population for the area has risen from 13,593 in 1996 to 15,385 at present.  Further growth is
estimated at 16,967 by 2011 as the demand for this area is relatively strong due to its access to
employment in Melbourne’s south east.  This is one of the major broadhectare development areas in
the Shire and generally attracts young family households as the predominant household type.
Average housing sizes are expected to fall from 2.99 in 1996 to 2.61 by 2011.

2001 pop 2011 pop change Greenfield lots

15,384 16,967 1,582 1,066

Housing Market Snapshot
This area has some of the most affordable housing in the Shire. Much of the housing stock is relatively
new, the area having experienced significant development over the last 10 to 15 years. The median
housing price has in creased since 1995, for example

• 1995 MHP (Somerville): $113,000

1999 MHP (Somerville): $130,800

• 1995 MHP (Baxter):  $88,000

1999 MHP (Baxter): $103,650

As with all other areas, the average house prices for the April 2000 to march 2001 period highlights
increases in property prices within this area. However the percentage change isn’t as significant;
Somerville $149,000 and Baxter $113,000. The area has the highest rate of permanent occupation at
the time of the 1996 Census.  Vacancy rate in 1996 was low at 5.4 % ( the highest occupancy rate in
the Shire), while the percentage of separate dwellings is 93.5%.

Future residential Development
Table 4.15 identifies mixed opportunities for additional housing development however, the availability
of land will be the major factor in residential development. The area is expected to experience a
relatively large population increase over the next ten years although growth rates will slow as
Greenfield supplies run out. The area will predominantly attract younger families.
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Table 4.15 : Indicators of Housing Opportunity in Area 15

Level of Opportunity

Indicator High Low
Demographic Profile

Grid Pattern / Lot layout

Vacancy Rates

Quality of Dwelling stock

Access to services, transport & employment

Cost of Housing

Land Services

Housing Stock

Housing Tenure

Housing Needs
On the basis of the above analysis the following key housing needs identified for Area 15:
Somerville/Tyabb/Baxter/ Pearcedale include;

• Maintaining where possible the availability of affordable housing within the area;

• While still providing for the young families and housing stock to match, there will be a need in the
future for a more diverse housing stock. Encouraging 1 and 2 bedroom developments into
greenfield developments will assist in this regard.
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8 WHAT IS THE ROLE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN
HOUSING?
By international standards, the role of Australian local government in housing is minimal.  In much of
Europe and the USA, local governments are a major low income housing provider, implementing and
administering rent controls, providing rental assistance and intervening in the residential planning
process in a much more vigorous way. 11

Historically, the role of local government in Australia has been seen to be primarily concerned with the
production of housing largely through land use, building and development control processes. Recent
changes in these statutory processes coupled with an increased demand for non-traditional housing
has made this very contentious at a local level.  This is not to suggest that local government has no
housing role.

Good secure and affordable housing is fundamental to the health and well being of all citizens and
contributes to sustainable communities. Communities are sustained through an interplay of creation
and mutual adaptation. Housing is a key part of that process. Inadequate and substandard shelter can
inhibit the capacity of individuals to actively participate as citizens in their community while they are
forced to contend with meeting basic needs such as food, shelter and warmth. Housing must be
considered in context of both macro and micro issues of social and economic policy at all levels of
government.

As outlined in section 2.4 of this report, Mornington Peninsula Shire currently demonstrates limited
ways in which it intervenes into the local market, this raises the key questions of;

• what role should the Shire play in addressing the inequities of housing opportunities for different
members of it's municipality and in providing, facilitating or advocating for public and community
housing?

• Is there a role for local government or should it be confined to that of the state and federal
governments?

There are several factors suggesting a greater role for local government, including its closeness to the
community and understanding of local housing needs, ability to plan and co-ordinate a range of
services that tie into people’ ability to access, and afford housing and its increasing social planning
function. However, lack of skills, financial constraints, local politics and inter-governmental relations
may be factors impeding local government from undertaking an enhanced role.

Nevertheless, based upon the review of the housing policy context, the housing market and the
identification of key housing needs on the Peninsula suggests that Council could play a more active
role in achieving the provision of more available, appropriate and affordable housing, having regard to
the limitations of local government. Such activities include;

• The introduction of more flexible controls and the streamlining of approvals processes
to facilitate the provision of more affordable housing;

• Assessing the provision and funding of infrastructure impacts on housing costs;

• Better targeting rate rebates at those in housing need;

• The implementation of policies to encourage the retention of rental accommodation;

                                                          
11 Housing : Your Basic Infrastructure
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• Encouraging a range of housing types or homogeneity to respond to housing choice;

• Facilitating greater community involvement and communication;

• Identifying opportunities for partnerships with residential land developers, community
housing organisations, and the community;

• Improved ability for advocacy around housing issues and for local housing needs;

• Clear understanding  of local needs and emerging housing problems;

• Development of affordable housing program or projects;

• Undertake and update housing needs studies (for particular groups, especially those
most disadvantaged);

• Monitor housing patterns and impacts of migration from other areas of Melbourne;

• Promote housing diversity;

• Plans or strategies to protect low income or vulnerable households in any housing
strategy or human services plan;

• How to influence social policy direction ie access and equity, response to poverty and
related issues, community infrastructure development for services and facilities)

• Monitoring inferior housing models, proposals and projects to ensure for quality
housing stock and good health outcomes; and/or

• Promote innovative housing design ie sustainable housing models, housing designs
that cater to people from different cultural background or people with disabilities etc.

Local government also has a pivotal role in the development of efficient and equitable patterns of
urban development, which in turn impact on the provision of affordable and appropriate housing.

A key purpose of this policy is to clearly state the extent and nature of Council’s role in the housing
sector. This policy supports an approach, which develops the level of commitment and involvement of
Mornington Peninsula gradually, so that skills and experience can be developed by Council staff,
community acceptance and support can be gauged and fostered, and Council’s role can be monitored
in the context of changes in all three spheres of government. This does not suggest that Council take
over or substitute for the role of public housing provider, which remains with State and Federal
agencies and depends on revenues collected by the Commonwealth.  In succinct terms Mornington
Peninsula Shire’s role will include the following;

a) Understanding housing issues and responding;

• Increasing awareness of local needs and lobbying for them to be addressed;

• Promotion and education about better housing;

• Liaison with local and regional lobby and provision groups;

• Identifying initiatives to address local needs;

• Advocating for resources to address needs and achieve appropriate outcomes; and

• Providing, coordinating, facilitating and/or supporting housing related services and
programs.
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b) Facilitating Housing outcomes

• Seeking out and facilitation the provision of suitable sites for new and demonstration housing
projects;

• Streamlined approval processes to facilitate appropriate housing;

• Reviewing development controls and building regulations to promote appropriate and
affordable housing suited to local conditions;

• Integrating the strategic planning process to recognise the importance of the
interrelationships between housing, jobs, services and transport, and the effect of these on
access to appropriate and affordable housing;

• Exploring planning policies and mechanisms to promote innovative and new form of medium
to high density housing in locations close to commercial and community services and
transport nodes; and

• Facilitating and/or assisting with pilot or demonstration projects to encourage innovation,
diversity and sustainability.

These are expressed in greater detail in the AAA Housing Policy to follow.
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9 MORNINGTON PENINSULA SHIRE AAA HOUSING
POLICY STATEMENT

Local Government seeks to contribute to the development and maintenance of diverse, viable and sustainable
communities. Economic, social, environmental and cultural factors all impact on the creation of these
communities, including the availability of housing to meet the diverse range of housing needs. The importance
of housing is also well recognised as one of the principal indicators of the state of well being in a community at
many different levels including the United Nations Human Rights framework:

“Access to safe and healthy shelter is essential to a person’s wellbeing and should be a

fundamental part of national and international action. The right to adequate housing as a

basic human right is enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. “

Agenda 21, United Nations World Conference on Environment and Development, June 1992

The Mornington Peninsula Shire’s AAA Housing Policy has been inspired by this vision and developed in
support of the Shire’s Community Plan July 2000 to June 2003. The Policy aims to contribute to the
achievement of the Shire’s Mission which includes the provision of services and infrastructure that responds to
the needs of the Peninsula’s diverse community, and to put into operation the values expressed in the
Community Plan. Particular attention has been given to the stated objectives of valuing our diverse
communities, responsiveness to community needs and equity of access.  The keynote statement for the policy
is as follows:

“The Mornington Peninsula Shire believes that both the Federal and State governments have

primary responsibility for ensuring the rights of people to access affordable and appropriate

housing.  However, the Shire recognises that, to give effect to its own stated values local

government, in partnership with local communities, other agencies and levels of government,

can also play a role in enabling the fulfilment of these rights. The Shire is therefore committed

to facilitating a range of housing options and services in the Mornington Peninsula that

achieves more affordable, appropriate and available housing outcomes to sustain our diverse

communities. Particular consideration is given to vulnerable households of low income, young

people, older people, people with disabilities, single parent and single person households,

and people of non-English speaking or indigenous backgrounds.”

The Mornington Peninsula Shire AAA Housing policy has been researched and developed as part of a broader
agenda to formulate an Integrated Housing Strategy for the Shire.
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9.1 KEY OBJECTIVES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1.1.1

To monitor housing needs and trends on the Peninsula and review relevant Shire policies on
an ongoing basis

A. That Council  identify and monitor housing trends in partnership with key stakeholders
such as the Office of Housing, WAYSS, Brotherhood of St Lawrence and the local
Information and Support Services;

Bi-Annually

B. That Council utilise the monitoring process as outlined in Chapter 9 of this Report to
identify housing needs and issues and update the Housing policy as required on a bi-
annual basis

Bi-Annually

C. That Council Review the housing needs indicators following the release of the 2001
Population and Housing Census data.

 2002/2003

D. That Council update the Peninsula Housing Data base and assess any implications for
change

Annually

E. That Council negotiates with Office of Housing for regular statistical reports on housing
demand and supply issues.

Ongoing

F. That Council ensure that property and tenancy managers of Council-owned and Project
Partnership stock provide regular reports to Council on usage, unmet needs etc.

 Annually

G. That Council reviews the Housing Policy on a tri- annual basis. Tri annually
H. That Council acknowledges it’s role as a facilitator, regulator and planner of housing and

monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of Council in these roles both now and in the
future.

Ongoing

1.1.2 To plan and promote housing in the Shire that:

• is of a good design, quality and standard;

• is accessible to a range of services and facilities;

• minimises environmental impact;

• respects neighbourhood character;

• complements the natural environment;

• is affordable; and

• increases security of tenure.

A. That Council develop an Integrated Housing Strategy which integrates recommendations
 2002 - 2003
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from:
• The Triple A Housing Policy
• Neighbourhood Character Studies
• Housing Demand and Supply analysis

and which further identifies Council’s role in the provision of housing
B. That Council develop planning policies to guide the location and development of specific

housing types that reflect the socio-demographic changes on the Peninsula, including the
ageing population

 2002 -  2003

C. That Council highlight the need for a social impact assessment as part of any significant
housing development proposals in recognition of the importance of the interrelationships
between the availability of housing stock, jobs, support services and transport and the
effect of these on quality of life and community well being.

Ongoing

D. That Council liaise with the Department of Infrastructure to clarify the potential of
inclusionary zoning, development contribution plans and other policy mechanisms that
may contribute to improving the long term availability of appropriate and affordable
housing.  Council should also promote any amendments to the Victoria Planning
Provisions that are necessary to give effect to Council’s Integrated Housing Strategy.

2002

E. That Council establish a local policy for incorporation into the Mornington Peninsula
Planning Scheme, which further defines Council’s role in:

• increasing the availability of AAA Housing, particularly for households on low income,
young people, older people, people with disabilities, single parent and single person
households and people of non English and  indigenous backgrounds;

• encouraging the design of accommodation facilities that maintain a residential scale and
form, enable adaptation to meet a range of housing needs and provide, as far as
reasonably  practical, provide connection with the surrounding neighbourhood;

• protecting and enhancing the amenity and character of the Mornington Peninsula’s
distinct “villages” or “settlements”.

2002 – 2003

F. That Council negotiate incentives to develop and provide affordable housing options for
households on low incomes ie rate rebates

Where
appropriate

G. That Council focuses corporate goals and capital works programs to reflect the adopted
housing role.

Ongoing

H. That Council employ an Officer with responsibility for promoting, planning and implementing
Council’s directions on Triple AAA Housing as a pilot project for 2 years with annual
review

Two years with
review

1.1.3 To encourage and support the provision of a range of housing options and designs that
sustains and enhances the diverse communities of the Mornington Peninsula

A.   That Council works with the regional Office of Housing to determine type and location of
new housing stock that is necessary to meet local housing needs.

Ongoing

B. That Council facilitate the development of 1 and 2 bedroom housing stock for the
growing number of smaller households in appropriate areas of the Shire through
planning policies and as part of any infill development

Ongoing
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C. That Council facilitate the development of demonstration projects in partnership with the
private, public and community housing sectors that encourage innovation, diversity and
sustainability eg. Housing design and type; alternative home financing and management
arrangements.

In accordance
with  available
resources

D. That Council develop policies and strategies to target specific needs groups, including
households on low incomes, young people, older people, people with disabilities, single
parent and single person households and people of non English or indigenous
backgrounds.

2002 - 2003

E.  That Council facilitate and  support Community groups to initiate a range of housing
projects particularly for identified groups in housing need

Ongoing

F. That Council review and determine the appropriate utilisation of existing Council-owned
stock for the purposes of low cost housing and ensure that property/tenancy management
arrangements are oriented to local housing needs.

In accordance
with allocation
of resources

G. That Council ensures that existing council owned stock is managed by locally based
community organisations that provide for  people in housing need on the Peninsula.

Ongoing

2.1.4 To advocate and lobby for more appropriate and affordable housing on the Mornington
Peninsula.

A. That Council seek full involvement in the formulation of regional, state and national policy
and program development;

Ongoing

B. That Council establish and maintain links and networks with regional and state housing
agencies, interest groups and authorities to ensure that local issues and needs are
reinforced at a regional and state level through appropriate networks;

Ongoing

C. That Council encourage greater regional cooperation and coordination between Councils,
particularly Frankston and Casey to address regional housing market issues

Ongoing

D. That Council lobby Federal/State Governments for:

• an increase to housing assistance through the Commonwealth State Housing Agreement

• an increase in public housing stock on the Peninsula to equal the metropolitan average of
4% of overall housing stock

• an increase in the provision of residential care beds and related services on the
Peninsula, and

• a greater concentration of housing support and advocacy services located within the
Peninsula.

Ongoing

E.     That Council together with other key stakeholders prepares a Homelessness Strategy for
the Mornington Peninsula Shire.

2003 - 2004

2.1.5 To facilitate the provision of housing information and related services across the Peninsula.

.

A. That Council together with relevant key stakeholders develops and distributes housing and
related information on housing on the Peninsula.  This may include;

• General Information Brochure prepared and circulated throughout all housing
services and Peninsula facilities on the Peninsula

• Media releases

• 6 monthly

• where
relevant
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• Information on the website about housing trends and patterns through
Community Profile etc.

• when
available

B. That Council facilitates a regular housing forum to exchange information about housing and
planning issues on the Peninsula. This forum should include key stakeholders such as the
Office of Housing, WAYSS, landlords, community housing providers and community
members etc

Quarterly
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10 MONITORING
The AAA Housing Policy provides an information base with the latest data structured in a way that
answers key questions and identifies key indicators to assist Council housing policy decision making.
As a Policy by its nature is dynamic, and generally sets objectives to be achieved.  Information as to
whether those objectives are being achieved needs to be provided on a regular basis. For example, if
a Council’s objective is to ensure increased housing choice in an area, then that objective can be
measured by charting data on dwelling commencements by type (detached or attached) over time.
These data are regularly available and readily updateable and provide a simple indicator of the policy
achievements. Monitoring does not need to be comprehensive, but rather targeted to key result areas
and the simplest measures that are ‘indicative’, are best, because they are most widely understood
and therefore most effective.

The process outlined below provides a standard approach to the monitoring of housing and population
data.  These policy recommendations should drive the monitoring process with key indicators
measured that benchmark the performance of the policy.

10.1 MONITORING PROCESS

This section outlines the value of monitoring housing and demographic trends in the Shire and looks
at some potential sources of data.  One of the key elements to assessing both the development and
implementation of housing policy is through monitoring of targeted housing indicators.

There is demographically derived demand driven by the same factors that are taken into account
when undertaking population and household forecasts. Further, there is residential development
driven supply factors. A simple ‘demand supply’ approach to monitoring may be most effective way of
presenting monitoring information for housing policy decision making.

Demographic Factors (Demand)
The demographic characteristics of the population effectively form the demand side of the housing
equation. The population forecasts for Mornington Peninsula Shire and its small areas were prepared
by i.d. consulting in March 2000.  These forecasts are based on explicit assumptions regarding the
base population, migration, residential development levels, housing opportunities and the nature of
housing markets attracted to each small area constituting the Shire.

These population forecasts will require reviewing when the publication of the First Release Basic
Community Profile from the 2001 Census (in July 2002) is available and then every five years
thereafter.  The new Census information will effectively update the base information of the forecasts.

Population forecasts should also be updated if a ‘Significant event’ occurs.  The significant ‘event’
could be:

• The sudden addition of any new significant development sites such as the conversion of an
entire industrial estate into residential use;

• Any significant alterations to suburb or small area boundaries; and/or

• Significant policy shifts in regard to housing or residential development.

The purpose of monitoring population change is to measure the accuracy and currency of the
Council’s small area population forecasts, which inform service delivery decisions, housing and
planning policy etc.  The monitoring process is constrained by the available data and information.
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However, using data and information most directly comparable to the actual forecast assumptions and
outcomes is the most effective approach to monitoring population change and demand for housing.

‘Official’ population data are available at the Statistical Local Area (SLA) and Local Government Area.
In the case of Mornington Peninsula Shire, there are three SLAs – South, West and East.

Demographic Data Sources
Population data available are:

• Population and Housing Census. This provides the most comprehensive data on population and
households at both the small and large area level, but is updateable only every 5 years.

• Estimated Resident Population (ERP).  This is the official Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
population estimate.  The ERP is based on the results of the Census and compiled at 30 June
each Census year and is updated annually at the Statistical Local Area level.  The inter-censal
estimates are revised each time the Census is taken.  Age structure data are estimated and
updated annually (the latest available data are for 1999-age specific and 2000 – non-age
specific.

• Department of Infrastructure Population Forecasts.  These are the official State Government
forecasts of population and households covering all Statistical Local Areas across the state.  The
forecasts are produced for each year to 2021 from the base year 1996.  The forecasts include:

– the components of population change, including births, death and migration;

– dwellings and households;

– average household size;

– population by age group; and

– non-private dwelling population.

These data are not available at the small area level, but can be used to benchmark differences
between the small area forecasts aggregated to the SLA level for the 5 year age cohorts constituting
the population.

• Demographics and Housing Characteristics – (Primary data collection alternative, conducted by
Council).  The Census, conducted every five years provides the most comprehensive analysis of
the demographic characteristics of small areas.  In the intercensal period however, there are
other options for collecting data. For example, the City of Whittlesea undertakes an annual
household survey of its residents.  This survey collects demographic information such as:

– Age;
– household structure;
– household size;
– dwelling type and tenure; and
– migration (origin of resident).

While the information collected in this instance is only a sample, it can provide valuable data on trends
at the small area level feeding into both the development and performance monitoring of housing
policy.  Valuable information can be collected through new residents surveys, customer satisfaction
surveys and though other Council databases.
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Residential Development Factors (Supply)
This is effectively the housing ‘supply’ side of the housing equation. Residential development is one of
the easier indicators to monitor as development approvals are collected by Councils, which are then
provided to the ABS.

Available residential development data are:

• Australian Bureau of Statistics Dwelling Approvals Data.  These data are available at the Census
Collector District level (areas of approximately 200 households) and are updated on a quarterly
basis.  The data is provided for different dwelling types.

• Building Commencements and demolitions - Council Records.  As building and demolition
approval and commencement data originate from Councils, it is possible but not common for
Councils to use these data for monitoring purposes.

• Vacant allotments – Council records.  Councils will generally monitor the number of vacant
residential lots as part of their rating databases.  The number of vacant lots, along with the
number of non-permanently occupied dwellings at the time of the Census, provide an indication
as to the potential for new households to move to an area – in these cases without the need for
further subdivision of land.

• Large Development Sites – Department Infrastructure Residential Forecast (RF). Councils are
the best source of information for significant development or redevelopment sites. Nevertheless
a starting point for these data is the Department of Infrastructure Residential Forecast 2000. The
RF can be regularly updated by reviewing zoned land, ownership patterns and servicing issues.
The RF provides insight into supply side opportunities for housing. The RF2000 provides a view
on land capacity and likely staging of development.

• Median Dwelling Prices - Valuer General’s Office. These data are indicative of shifts in
affordability at the suburb/locality level for each dwelling type.   However, for some areas where
the numbers of sales are low, care should be used with the information.

Councils are able to monitor the location and type of residential building activity and potential by small
area providing an insight into how the housing needs of small areas are being met by the type of
housing being provided.

A combination of residential and population data can be used to monitor the accuracy and currency of
the demographic forecasts and housing strategy policies and objectives.

The flow chart on the next page depicts the monitoring process grouped into the major elements of:

• Demographic monitoring;

• Residential development monitoring; and

• Housing strategy assessment.
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TRATEGY ASSESSMENT (SUPPLY & DEMAND)

1.5 ISSUES

• To what extant is housing supply meeting
demand? To what extent is supply leading or
impacting on demand?

• How is the Housing Strategy performing?
Are the objectives being met?
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11 ABBREVIATIONS
AAA Affordable, Appropriate, Available

ABS Australian Bureau of Statistics

CAP Crisis Accommodation program

CSHA Commonwealth State Housing Agreement

DOI Department of Infrastructure

HACC Home and Community Care

NHS National Homelessness Strategy

OoH Office of Housing

SAAP Supported Accommodation and Assistance Program

SLA Statistical Local Area

SRS Supported Residential Service

THM Transitional Housing Management program

VHS Victorian Homelessness Strategy

SHIP Social Housing Innovations Project

MAV Municipal Association of Victoria

LGCHD Local Government and Community Housing Program
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Appendix A
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Appendix B

Housing Programs
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Appendix C

Housing Market Indicators
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Small Area Profiles
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Public and Private rental by Small Area
Name Rented -

public
Rented -
private

Bittern/Crib Point 1% 14%
Dromana/Safety Beach 1% 21%
Flinders/Shoreham/Point Leo 0% 17%
Hastings 12% 24%
HMAS Cerberus 0% 94%
Mornington East 3% 21%
Mornington/Moorooduc/Tuerong 5% 20%
Mount Eliza 0% 11%
Mount Martha 0% 14%
Portsea/Sorrento/Blairgowrie 0% 15%
Red Hill/Red Hill South/Merricks North/Main Ridge/Arthurs Seat 0% 12%
Rosebud/Rosebud West/McCrae/Boneo/Fingal/Cape Schanck 2% 17%
Rye/Tootgarook/St Andrews Beach 0% 17%
Somerville/Tyabb/Baxter/Pearcedale 1% 14%
MORNINGTON PENINSULA SHIRE 2% 17%
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Housing Needs Survey & Results
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HOUSING NEEDS SURVEY RESULTS
Q1a. What type of service do you provide?
The results of Question 1a indicate that 38% of the respondents offer “accommodation” services and
41% offer “aged care” services. Respondents also included “generalist welfare services” (13%),
“information and support” services (19%), “youth support” services (6%), “independent living” services
(3%) and “supported accommodation” (6%).
Q1b. If your service/company is involved in the provision of accommodation, please identify
what type of accommodation you provide?
Whilst only 14 respondents indicated that they offer” “accommodation services” in Q1a, the results of
Question 1b indicate that 28 (87.5%) of the respondents were involved in the provision of
accommodation. The types of accommodation include “Hostel – Aged” (25%), “Nursing Home” (17%)
and “Supported Housing” (17%).

Table 1: Types of Accommodation Provided

Accommodation No. Of Responses % of Responses
Caravan Park 4 14%
Hostel - Aged 7 25%
Nursing Home 5 17%
Transitional Housing 1 4%
Supported Housing 5 17%
Emergency Housing 1 4%
Retirement Village 3 11%
Long-term housing 1 4%
Referral Authority 1 4%
Total 28 100%

Q2. What part of Mornington Peninsula does your service cover?

The majority of respondents (58%) identified that the services cover and provide “the whole
municipality.” A number of the service providers cover just a limited area of the Mornington Peninsula
Shire including “Mornington/Mornington East only” (10%) and “Southern portion of Shire” (13%).

Q3. What is the category that best reflects the nature of the housing circumstances of people
approaching or using the service?

Question 3 required the respondent to use percentages to estimate the proportion of people per
circumstance utilising their service. To analyse the results the percent allocated to each service user
was totalled, and divided by the total number of respondents to the question (28). The results indicate
the average percentage allocated to the service users. Table 2 below illustrates that “home owners”
(32.6%), “DSS payment recipients” (14.9%) and “public housing occupants” (13.6%) are the
predominant use of the services provided.
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Table 2: Nature of Housing Circumstances of Service Users

Service users are: Average %

Home Owners 32.6%

Homeless or impending homeless 8.2%

Renting privately 8.9%

Buying homes 0.4%

Public Housing occupants 13.6%

Centrelink recipients 14.9%

Austudy recipients 0.4%

Young people leaving home 0.9%

Sharing Accommodation 0.4%

Visitors to the area 1.4%

Community housing tenants 7.1%

Other 4.5%

Q4a. What is the general “age” profile of people approaching or using your service?

The majority of those utilising the service are over the age of 50 (71%). There is also a high proportion
in the 21-20 (32%), 31-40 (32%) and the 41-50 (29%) age brackets.  This generally reflects the high
number of respondents who provide nursing home and aged hostel accommodation.

Q4b. What is the general “family type” profile of people approaching or using your service?

The predominant “family types” using the services include “Older single” (66%), “Couple” (31%) and
“Single parent” (25%).

Q4c. What is the general “income” profile of people approaching or using your service?

The  most common income profiles of the people approaching the services is between $5,000 -
$10,000 (22%) and $10,000 - $15,000 (28%).  Only 13% of respondents indicated that the income
profile of service users was greater than $30,000 per annum.

Q5. What type of assistance is requested from people approaching your service?

This question followed a similar format to Question 3, in that respondents were asked to allocate a
percentage to estimate the type of assistance requested from people approaching their service. The
results from the survey indicate that people often requested “support services” (33.5%) and “other”
(43.3%). “Other” included; health, nursing care, tourist, day programs, referrals, public housing, aged
and residential (all of which received 1 response each).

“Emergency accommodation” (13%) and “Financial assistance” (11.7%) were also requested from
people approaching services.

Q6. Generally, how effective is your service/s in meeting these needs?

The respondents indicated they found that their service is “effective” (56%) and “very effective” (22%)
in the meeting the need of the people approaching or using their service.

Q7. How can your service be more effective in meeting these needs?

In identifying how their service would be improved to better meet these needs, responses focused on
lack of resources, primarily funding.  They identified the need for:
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• Increased Capacity and Government Funding;

• More resources required (2);

• Another 60 bed license for high care is required immediately (2) and low care;

• Long term accommodation of which we have minimal available;

• More supported housing units to assist a growing waiting list;

• Independent evaluation would be helpful;

• Government Funding to be received by hostels and nursing homes;

• In the short term more relief funds to assist with rent and other financial difficulties. Better access
to housing workers;

• More beds needed for aged care;

• Places required for short term care after operations, etc;

• More funding for financial counselling/crisis counselling and parent education;

• Additional properties;

• Upgrading of hostel accommodation (currently 9 empty beds);

• More nursing home beds (2);

• More transitional housing and more crisis housing (2);

• More public housing (2); and

• Very effective in some ways but demand is huge. Low cost housing is not available. Caravans
are expensive, little crisis accommodation. More affordable housing is needed.

Note: Please note that (2) denotes the number of respondents.

Q8a. Based on your experience, are there areas of housing need that currently exist in
Mornington Peninsula Shire, that are not being addressed?

The majority of respondents (84%), believe that there are areas of unmet needs that currently need to
be addressed. Only 1 respondent felt that “housing needs are identified and are being met” and 4
respondents were “not sure/unconcerned.”

Q8b. If yes, please outline these areas of unmet housing need and how they can be addressed.

This question was posed to identify strategies or actions to address housing needs. A summary of
responses is as follows:

• More affordable housing options (2);

• Need for more long term accommodation;

• Addressing specific housing needs for people with disabilities (2);

• Accessible quality housing;

• Need for more public housing generally;

• More emergency/crisis accommodation/short term housing (4)

• More funding/resources (11)

• Housing for aged
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– Aged care for dependent residents;

– High care nursing homes (2);

– Affordable 1 bedroom units;

– Hostel/Nursing home beds available (9);

– Need to assist in subsidising beds.

• Housing for youth

– Affordable 1 bedroom units;

– Supported housing for youth

• Insufficient public housing for youth, singles, families.  Insufficient private rental especially
affordable for low income people.  Lack of affordable properties to purchase.  No emergency
accommodation;

• More nursing home and hosted beds needed;

• Shortage of low cost public and private housings, crisis housing gaps also for housing for large
families;

• We receive many calls some time daily, singles, kids, older people looking for accommodation. Its
no longer cheap to stay in caravan parks near the beach. Also too many problems; and

• Unmet need for low income families on support payments.

8c. Over the next 10 years, what do you think will be the emerging most significant housing
issues or trends in Mornington Peninsula with respect to;

Below is a list of responses relating to AFFORDABLE HOUSING

• Aged Care - single rooms;

• Not enough affordable housing (3);

• Rents continue to spiral and become unaffordable for low income people (2);

• Pensioners need to be subsidised to live in supported residential services;

• Low income people will be squeezed out of the rental and purchase market. Neighbourhoods will
become even more exclusive rather then inclusive (2); and

• Demand will result in prices continuing to rise.

Below is a list of responses relating to AVAILABLE HOUSING

• Not enough available housing (2);

• Housing will only be available for those people who are financially well off and secure;

• More beds need to be available;

• Demand will continue to exceed supply (2);

• For people requiring nursing home level of care;

• Growth corridor to east Mornington/Moorooduc;

• Not sure; and
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• Currently limited rental availability on Westernport area.

Below is a list of responses relating to APPROPRIATE HOUSING

• Not enough appropriate housing;

• Lack of 1 bedroom properties in the area;

• Need to diversify diversity in quality housing stock to meet existing and emerging demographic
changes, eg. Smaller dwellings to meet older population and increasing no's of younger/single
people (2);

• Continued demand for singles units and aged units; and

• Appropriate small density housing for the baby boomers as required.

Q9. What role should Mornington Peninsula Shire play in relation to housing?

A number of potential roles were highlighted by respondents for Council to play in relation to housing.
63% of the respondents believe that Council’s role should include “influencing the supply of housing
types to meet local needs.” Nearly half the respondents (44%) believe that Council’s role should
include “facilitation, advocacy and support.”  Just under a quarter of respondents highlighted “Council’
role in the “provision and management of new housing stock and providing nomination rights to
housing units (16%).

Questions 10, 11 and 12 relate to contact details and the focus group meeting attendance.

Q13. General Comments

A broad range of issues were highlighted by respondents, mostly reinforcing earlier profits.  Some
comments included:

• “Whilst I applaud the focus on housing needs, I would welcome attention being paid to declining
employment. Local Government is to push State and Federal Governments hand. Housing and
employment improve the social condition; one without the other undermines any advances made
in the housing area. Staple employment helps to stabilise families, minimises transience.”

• ”More properties are needed across the board - from youth housing, single people, couples, small
families, aged persons. Increase support for people in need is inadequate - needs increasing.
Housing costs account for large proportions of income for many people. This issue needs
attention. Government needs to accept responsibility for housing especially for low income
people.”

• “Generally more beds, very high demand. Relatives are separated because are moving to
different suburbs for appropriate accommodation. There is no information supplied by Council for
families regarding the provision of housing/support in the municipality.”

• “Corowa Court is an Aged Care facility. Clients are over 65 and income tested. Prices of houses
being sold lately are beyond the means of many people. Double storey units are not practical
with an ageing population.”
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